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executive summary

Introduction

After a decade of experience with the GET program, the Legislature has chosen to evaluate its financial solvency. This
evaluation comes at a critical time. Perhaps no other time will test the financial resiliency of the program more.

The GET Study Mandate
The 2009 Legislature asked the Office of the State Actuary
(OSA) to assess alternatives for assuring the long-term
financial solvency of Washington's Guaranteed Education
Tuition (GET) Program, including suspending the program.
The Legislature's study mandate is found in Section 105
of the 2009 budget bill (ESHB 1244, Chapter 564, Laws
of 2009). A copy is included in the Actuarial Section
appendix. OSA interprets this mandate as calling for an
independent actuarial study of plan solvency as well as
an assessment of alternatives for assuring its long-term
financial health.

The GET Model
As OSA considered the objectives of the study and
the dynamics of GET solvency, it determined that
conventional analysis would not be adequate to fully
respond to the Legislature's mandate. Therefore, OSA
constructed a more customized or dynamic actuarial
model designed exclusively for the GET program. This
model is future-oriented in that it values the assets and
liabilities of not only the current GET contracts, but also

future contracts. The model generates fifty-year solvency
projections to produce detailed information about the
impacts of changes or events affecting the program.

~ executive summary ~

The recent financial crisis has sparked renewed interest in the financial solvency of prepaid college tuition plans,
especially plans backed by a state guarantee. Washington’s Guaranteed Education Tuition (GET) Program is backed
by the state’s promise that if you buy one year (100 units) of college tuition today, you’ll have one year of college
tuition at Washington’s most expensive public university when your child is ready for college. Recent market turmoil
may generate questions: Is the program at risk of not being able to meet its obligations? Will the state guarantee be
triggered, and will the state need to contribute money to the GET fund?

OSA used stochastic modeling to generate thousands
of fifty-year projections. This kind of analysis is especially
suited for guaranteed benefits that are affected by
economic variables. Results from the OSA GET model are
extensive and provide detailed information about how
program solvency will behave in the future. By looking at
a very large spectrum of randomly generated economic
events (annual changes in investments, inflation, tuition
growth, etc.) we can see the full range of possible
outcomes as well as their likelihood of occurring.
In effect, the OSA GET model allows policy makers to
experiment with the program in a working "laboratory"
rather than in the real world. To the extent that the
model can help inform decision makers about the future
consequences of various actions and events, it can be
used to avoid some of the negative impacts on people
and programs that can result from experimenting with
program changes.
3
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Results from GET “Scenarios” Increase
Understanding of GET Solvency
We ran different “scenarios” through the model to see
how various indicators of GET solvency would react
over a fifty-year period. Scenarios are not options or
recommendations. A scenario is simply a change, action,
event, or condition that affects the GET program. It
can be intended or unintended, and caused by action
or inaction that is either internal or external. This report
summarizes results from twelve scenarios using summaries
in various formats.

Steps in Our Analysis
A. First we analyzed what would happen to GET solvency
if the program remains open and keeps its current
structure ("status quo"). We included this analysis not only
to give us insights into the solvency of the current program,
but also to establish a baseline for comparing what
happens to GET solvency when the status quo changes.
We found that under the status quo, the chance that the
state would have to make contributions over the next fifty
years is low, but should it occur, the dollar amount is high.
B. Next we looked at what would happen to GET solvency
if the program was suspended (closed to new enrollees).
We found that the probability of state contributions would
be very high while the dollar amount would be much
lower than under the status quo.

4

C. We assumed from the study mandate that the
Legislature would want to avoid making any contributions.
Therefore, we turned our attention to solvency risks within
the current program and how the biggest drivers of GET
solvency would be affected by changes or economic
events.

The big "drivers" of GET solvency are the cost of tuition,
investment returns, and purchaser behavior. Why are
they important? First, the program's payout liability for
the GET units depends on the cost of tuition at the time of
payout. Secondly, the GET program relies on investment
returns to help the program keep pace with increases in
tuition costs. Finally, GET depends on people continuing to
purchase GET units so there will be proceeds to invest on a
regular basis.
When GET experiences losses due to low investment
returns, unexpected tuition hikes or dips in sales of GET
units, the GET Committee can only recoup those losses
from future purchasers or potential future investment
returns. The Committee considers this when it charges
a premium on the GET units sold to new enrollees. The
premium includes a "cushion" or "reserve" to help keep
the fund actuarially sound. At some point, however, if the
premium becomes too large, GET units will become too
expensive and purchasers may buy less or stop buying.
GET's most important tool for managing risks from the "big
three" cost drivers is its set of guidelines for determining
the price of GET units (copy in the About GET appendix).
These guidelines must carefully strike a balance between
the need to avoid state contributions and the need
to keep the premium on GET units affordable to new
purchasers. If the units are well-priced, citizens will
continue to buy, the GET program will recover past losses
and the state will avoid having to make contributions in
the future.
OSA examined how changes in any of the big three cost
drivers would impact the program. We looked at higher
and lower investment returns, higher and lower tuition
growth, the tuition growth assumption and changes in
purchaser behavior. We also considered how the GET
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5. Limiting future tuition growth and tuition volatility
will optimize GET solvency.

D. To complete the analysis we looked at the effects of
several strategies that other states have used in reaction
to significant solvency challenges in their prepaid college
tuition plans. These scenarios include a one-time cash
infusion, limiting the payout value for future enrollees, and
terminating the program.

6. Matching the long-term tuition growth assumption
to experience will help manage solvency risk.

Results from the OSA GET model show that with some
relatively minor changes, GET can continue with very little
risk of future contributions from the state.

Findings and Conclusions
1. If GET remains open, there is a relatively small
likelihood that state contributions will be required
over the next fifty years. While the chance of a
state contribution is small, the dollar amount under
worst case conditions could still be quite significant.
2. The GET Committee could virtually eliminate
future solvency risk by amending its current pricing
guidelines to strengthen the program’s reserve
while making it more responsive to funded status.
3. Suspending GET would greatly increase the risk of
state contributions, but the dollar amount of those
contributions would be lower than if the program
stays open. Terminating GET virtually locks in
insolvency, but at the lowest amount of state
contributions.
4. The current investment policy is striking a good
balance between risk and affordability.

7. Solvency results are very sensitive to changes in the
purchaser behavior assumption.
8. Reducing payouts to future enrollees by 25 percent
would slightly reduce solvency risk.

Recommendations
1. Amend GET's pricing guidelines to strengthen the
program's reserve while making it more responsive
to changes in funded status.

~ executive summary ~

Committee's pricing guidelines might be strengthened to
assure the program's future solvency.

2. Consider increasing the tuition growth assumption
for the program from 7 to 7.5 percent.
3. Continue to use the OSA GET model or similar
analysis in the future to evaluate the impacts
of significant economic events and potential
changes affecting the program.
4. If policy makers or the GET Committee continue
to use the OSA GET model, update the model in
2010 to incorporate the new data on purchaser
behavior after the enrollment window, as the
current GET enrollment period follows the most
significant increase in the GET unit price since the
program’s inception. Continue to track purchaser
behavior in the future and re-evaluate assumptions
about purchaser behavior regularly.
5
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GET is a Prepaid College Tuition Plan

GET is Funded by Unit Sales and Investment Returns
GET is funded by proceeds from the sale of GET units and
the investment returns on those proceeds. The price for
GET units is set by GET's governing body. During an annual
window, citizens enroll in the GET program to purchase
GET units. Money from the purchases is deposited into the
advanced college tuition payment program account in
the custody of the State Treasurer. The Washington State
Investment Board (WSIB) invests money from the account
and the account is then credited with the investment
returns.

GET Contracts Are Backed By the State's Guarantee

The GET Committee sets the price for GET units, so it does
have some control over GET solvency. GET solvency,
however, is significantly affected by several factors that
are not within the direct control of the GET Program. We
refer to them as “the big three.”
1. Investment returns. Proceeds from GET units are
invested and managed by the Washington State
Investment Board. The GET program relies on
investment returns to help the program keep pace
with increases in tuition costs. Investment policy
(how assets are invested) and market volatility
(ups and downs in the market) both influence GET
program solvency.
2. Tuition costs. The program’s payout for the GET
units depends on the cost of tuition at the time
of payout. Decisions about tuition policy and
tuition volatility affect the payout amount for GET
units and hence, GET program solvency. The GET
Committee has no control over changes in tuition
costs, but it tries to anticipate what will happen
and prices GET units to cover those costs.

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

GET is Washington's state-operated plan for helping
families set aside funds for future college tuition. GET's
slogan is: "Buy tomorrow's college tuition today." GET
guarantees that if you buy 100 "units" today, your 100
units will equal the actual cost of one academic year of
resident undergraduate tuition and state-mandated fees
at the most expensive Washington public university when
your child enrolls in college, regardless of how much tuition
has increased over time.

The Dynamics of GET Fund Solvency Are Influenced
by External Risk Factors

The GET program is backed by the state's full faith and
credit. This means that GET contracts are obligations
that are legally binding on the state pursuant to RCW
28B.95.090. To evaluate the state's risk under this
program, the Office of the State Actuary (OSA) analyzed
the chances that the state would have to step in as a
financially responsible party, and if that occurred, what
the likely amount of those contributions would be.
9
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3. Purchaser Behavior. Purchaser behavior is closely
tied to the GET program’s price-setting activity.
The GET Committee, a five-member governing
board, must balance the need to keep the
program actuarially sound against the need to
keep the units affordable. The Committee hopes
that it strikes the right balance but it cannot control
how many people choose to buy in any given
year. The Committee’s pricing-setting challenge is
compounded by the fact that unexpected costs
and past investment losses can only be recouped
from new purchasers or future investment returns.
Each year the GET Committee gathers information about
the big three. The GET actuary performs a valuation to
determine the plan’s “funded status,” or a comparison
of the assets on hand to the current value of existing GET
contracts. Based on that information, the GET Committee
sets the price for GET units. This can occur on May 1 each
year, and again on September 1 if the Committee so
chooses (although the common practice is to set the price
once per year). Marketing and enrollment periods follow.
Then the cycle starts over again.

An Emerging Pattern Creates Challenges to GET
Solvency
External factors have combined to create significant
challenges for guaranteed prepaid tuition plans such
as the GET Program. When markets are in turmoil and
investment returns are down, state budgets are also down
- particularly in Washington where state revenues are
closely tied to economic growth. There are fewer state
dollars available for the higher education institutions when
the economy contracts.
10

Weak economies and strained budgets create pressure
to increase college tuition. Increases in college tuition
mean a higher payout value for GET units. When GET
experiences losses due to low investment returns or
unexpected tuition hikes, the GET Committee recoups
those losses from future purchasers and potential future
investment returns.
The Committee sets the GET unit price based on
guidelines. The unit price covers the current cost of tuition,
estimated future tuition, inflation, administrative costs and
a “stabilization reserve” or “cushion” to cover past losses
and unexpected future costs. When there are financial
challenges to the program, the GET Committee must set
higher prices for new units, especially when reserves are
low. In some instances, units could be priced so high
that there are not enough willing buyers to provide the
proceeds needed to keep the fund healthy.
To summarize, market and tuition volatility can wreak
havoc with the GET unit price and hence, prepaid tuition
plan solvency. This dynamic pattern can create “perfect
storms” that occur not just once or twice but many times
during the life of the program.
The following graph prepared by the Higher Education
Coordinating Board illustrates how tuition costs in the state
of Washington have increased
when state budgets dollars have
declined in response to economic
downturns.
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EŽƚĞƐ͗
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Note: IPD stands for Implicit Price Deflator, a standard measure used to account for the
effects of inflation.
Caution: Shaded biennia may not print correctly on all printers. The shaded biennia are
1991-1993, 2001-2003, and 2007-2009.
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GET's Internal Price-Setting Guidelines Help Manage
External Risks from the Emerging Pattern
GET's most important tool for managing solvency risks
is its set of guidelines for determining the price of GET
units. These guidelines must carefully strike a balance
between the need to avoid state contributions and the
need to keep the premium on GET units affordable to
new purchasers. If the units are well-priced, people will
continue to buy, the GET program will recover past losses
and the state will avoid having to make contributions in
the future.
A copy of the current pricing guidelines is provided in the
About GET appendix.

How Is GET Doing Today?
The most common indicator of plan solvency is its funded
status. This measure is typically reported in the annual
actuarial valuation of the fund. If the funded status
is 100 percent, this means that as of the date of the
valuation, there is one dollar in the fund for every dollar of
future liability.
As of June 30, 2009, GET's
funded status was 84.2
percent. In all but two
years since inception, the
GET fund has had a funded
status of 100 percent or
greater.

12

Fiscal Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Funded Status
109.2%
113.4%
104.9%
78.4%
101.6%
104.5%
108.1%
108.8%
117.3%
109.5%
84.2%

The GET Solvency Study Looks at More than Funded
Status
Funded status is a measure of GET solvency, but this
measure has its limitations due to the fact that it is based
on one snapshot in time. Also, it does not fully illustrate the
extent to which the plan is subject to external forces over
time such as market ups and downs, increases in tuition
costs and changes in purchaser behavior.
In Section 105 of the 2009 budget bill (ESHB 1244, Chapter
564, Laws of 2009), the Legislature charged the OSA with
providing an independent assessment of alternatives
for assuring the long-term financial solvency of the GET
Program, including suspension of the program. A copy
of the study mandate is provided in the Actuarial Section
appendix.
OSA interpreted this mandate as a call for an independent
actuarial study of plan solvency. This study is not a
traditional actuarial valuation, an audit, or a policy piece
on guaranteed prepaid tuition plans. Instead, OSA
analyzed the fund's projected future solvency over a
fifty-year period and how changes to the program could
affect its outlook. This long-term view provides a more
complete picture of solvency dynamics and program risk
than the current funded status.

OSA Constructed a Custom GET Model to Analyze
Solvency
OSA's most significant efforts in response to the mandate
have resulted in a custom GET model. While traditional
actuarial analysis values only the current or "closed" group
of members, the OSA GET model values and monitors both
the program's current group and the plan's future enrollees
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or "open group." The result is a model that provides an
ongoing look into the future.

years, the model allows us to view all possible outcomes
for GET’s future funded status. The graph summarizes not
only the outcome we expect, but also outcomes that
are more “extreme.” Understanding extreme results or
“tail risks” helps decision-makers know the extent and
probabilities of outcomes they want to see or avoid.
Under the optimistic outlook shown below (95th
percentile), tuition growth is low and investment returns
are high. Under the pessimistic outlook (5th percentile),
tuition growth is high and investment returns are low.
Under the expected outlook (50th percentile), the future
funded status is a reflection of the program's current
assumptions about investment returns and tuition growth.

By looking at a very large spectrum of randomly
generated results we can also see the full range of
possible outcomes as well as their likelihood of occurring.
This approach is dynamic and provides more information
than looking only at “expected” outcomes.

Projected GET Funded Status (Status Quo)

The graph on this page is a simple example.
Instead of merely projecting the expected
outcome for GET’s funded status over the next fifty

250.0%
225.0%
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The OSA GET model also generates thousands of fiftyyear projections. This kind of analysis is especially suited
for guaranteed benefits that are affected by economic
variables. Results from the model are extensive and
provide detailed information about the general workings
of the GET program and how assumptions about the
program will behave together.

200.0%

Funded Status

175.0%
150.0%
125.0%
100.0%
75.0%
50.0%
25.0%
0.0%
2009

2013

2017

2021

2025

2029

2033

2037

2041

2045

2049

2053

2057

Fiscal Year
95th Percentile (Very Optimistic)

50th Percentile (Expected)

5th Percentile (Very Pessimistic)
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Results from GET "Scenarios" Increase Understanding
of GET Solvency
Results from the model can also show how the program
is likely to respond to internal and external changes. The
OSA GET model can help policy makers evaluate how
such changes would impact the balance between limiting
financial risk to the state and maintaining affordability
for purchasers of GET units. The model can also assist
policy makers in assessing and comparing alternatives for
assuring or improving GET solvency.
We ran different "scenarios" through the model to see
how various indicators of GET solvency would react
over a fifty-year period. Scenarios are not options or
recommendations. A scenario is simply a change, action,
event or condition that affects the GET program. It can be
intended or unintended, and caused by action or inaction
that is either internal or external.
Results from running the scenarios through the model
teach us about the dynamics of GET solvency and
how relationships between risk and affordability can be
affected over the long term. For each scenario, we used
the results from the model to answer various questions
related to GET solvency. These results are instructive, but
decision makers should be aware than actual experience
could differ in the long run, and decisions should not be
made solely on the basis of results from a model.

OSA Used Two Formats to Summarize Results from
the GET Model

1. Solvency Report Card
The solvency report card is a tool for comparing
scenarios. The grades are relative, not absolute.
Thus, it is more important how each grade
compares to grades for other scenarios than
whether it is high or low.
The risk report scores the results from each scenario in five
categories. We selected categories that are "indicators"
of GET solvency. A different score card could be used to
reflect a different focus or different values.
We also assigned a weight to each category. We
combined the results from all five categories and
generated a total risk score. Then we converted the score
into a grade of A through F. Again, different weights could
be assigned to these categories depending on the values
of the user.
The solvency report card grades the answers to the
following questions:
²² How likely is it that the state would have to make
contributions to GET within the next fifty years?
²² What would be the largest amount of money that
the state might have to contribute within that
period?
²² What will happen to the program's average
funded status over time?
²² What is the probability that GET's funded status will
dip below 50 percent?

OSA summarized the results from running each scenario
through the model by using two formats:
14
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²² What will be the average change in GET's premium
level?*
* The premium is the amount of the GET unit price that exceeds
the current price of tuition. It covers tuition growing faster than
investments, ongoing expenses, and a reserve or cushion for past
losses and unexpected future expenses.

Solvency Report Card - SAMPLE
Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score

Value
5.0%
$10,000
110%
8.0%
2.00%

Score
85
50
90
60
95
73

Grade
Weight
B
25%
CF
25%
A
20%
D
20%
A
10%
C
100%
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The following is a graphic explanation of the Risk Solvency
Report Card.

Explanation of Scoring Scale For Report Cards
Category
Best Value Worst Value
Probability of State Contributions
0%
15%
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
$0
$30,000
Average Funded Status
115%
0%
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
0%
50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
0%
20%

Explanation of Grading Scale For Report Cards
Score Range
90-100
80-90
70-80
60-70
Below 60

Grade
A
B
C
D
F

15

The following is a graphic explanation of this comparison.

Least State
Contributions

Risk (State)

Lowest
Premium

Highest
Premium
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We included this comparison because striking this
optimum balance serves to reduce GET solvency
risk. Also, this relationship is relevant to the stated
legislative intent of the GET program, which is “to
help make higher education more accessible
and affordable to all citizens of the state of
Washington.”

SAMPLE - Risk vs. Affordability

Affordability (Buyers)

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

2. Risk vs. Affordability Comparison
The risk/affordability comparison shows how each
scenario will change the current balance between
the risk that state contributions will be required
over the next fifty years, and the affordability of
GET units to purchasers. Generally speaking, a
scenario will have the most positive effects (lower
risk to the state, more affordable to GET unit
purchasers) when the arrow on the graph moves
in a northwesterly direction. The optimum balance
between risk and affordability is in the northwest
quadrant.

Most State
Contributions

Most Affordable Units
&
Least Risk of State
Contributions

Most Affordable Units
&
Most Risk of State
Contributions

Least Affordable Units

Least Affordable Units

&
Least Risk of State
Contributions
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&
Most Risk of State
Contributions

The Status Quo Is a Baseline for Comparing
Scenarios
After we built the model and established some ways of
summarizing results from the model, we started using the
model to explore GET solvency.

We included an analysis of the status quo because it gives
us insights into solvency risks within the current program.
Also, it serves as a baseline for comparing what would
happen to GET solvency when the status quo changes.

Solvency Report Card - Status Quo
Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score

Value
1.5%
$9,055
110%
12.3%
1.64%

Score
91
70
95
76
92
84

Grade
A
C
A
C
A
B

B

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

Findings: Under the status quo, the
chance that the state would have to make
contributions over the next fifty years is low,
but should it occur, the dollar amount under
the worst case outcome is high. The main risk
to manage for the status quo is the amount
of future state contributions under worst case
conditions.

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

First we analyzed what would happen to GET solvency
if the program remains open and continues to accept
new enrollees. We assumed that the current program

structure would remain in effect indefinitely and the GET
Committee would continue to set the unit price according
to its current guidelines. See the About GET appendix for
access to program details and the current price-setting
guidelines.

Status Quo - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions

Note: This baseline scenario uses
OSA’s preferred tuition growth
assumption of 7.5 percent instead of
the GET program’s current 7.0 percent
assumption. (See Actuarial Section
appendix for more detail about the
tuition growth assumption.)

F

Most State
Contributions

Affordability (Buyers)

Lowest
Premium

Risk (State)

Highest
Premium

B+

Status Quo
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OSA Included Results from Twelve Scenarios
Next we used the model to generate information about
the effects of various changes or economic events
affecting the program. We selected a variety of scenarios
- some directly related to the big three (investment returns,
tuition costs and purchaser behavior), one affecting
the price-setting guidelines, and others that are either
anticipated as possibilities under the GET statutes or similar
to events that have occurred in other states.
For each scenario the GET model generated 5,000 fiftyyear projections. Each projection has three basic parts
that are similar to the steps that are taken annually by the
GET program to manage the dynamics of GET solvency:

results into formats that were designed to be user-friendly
(the Solvency Report Card and the Risk/Affordability
Comparison). Readers can use the summaries to compare
the scenarios to the status quo.
We chose to include the following scenarios in this report.
²² Suspend
²² Lower Risk/Return Investment Portfolio
²² Higher Risk/Return Investment Portfolio
²² Reduce Tuition Growth Rate
²² Increase Tuition Growth Rate

1. An economic event occurs (e.g. change in
investments or tuition) and the actuarial valuation
shows the resulting funded status of the plan.

²² Higher Tuition Growth Rate than GET Assumes

2. The GET unit price is determined, based on the
funded status and the current pricing guidelines.

²² People Buy More

3. Buyers respond.
For each scenario we started with the current funded
position and allowed 5,000 random economic events to
take the program down different, and equally likely fiftyyear paths. We ran the same 5,000 random economic
events through each scenario. The resulting information
was extensive. It allowed us to see the full range of
possible outcomes for the GET program as well as the
likelihood of any specific event occurring.

²² People Buy Less

²² New Price-Setting Guidelines
²² One-Time Infusion of Money
²² Lower Future Payout Value
²² Terminate
Caution: Do not mix and match results from different scenarios.
Combining scenarios may require setting different assumptions, which
may lead to different results.

In order to make the report manageable, we summarized
only the key results from each scenario. We focused on
outcomes related to financial solvency and placed the
18
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Suspending GET Greatly Increases the Risk of
Insolvency

Suspending GET means the program would be closed to
new enrollees. Existing account holders would remain in
the program as it is currently structured. The outstanding
assets would still be affected by investment returns and
tuition costs. (This scenario differs from discontinuing the
program altogether. Ending the program would trigger
certain closeout and refund scenarios for existing account
holders. We analyzed termination later in the report.)

Comparing this scenario to the status quo made it clear
that the state would have a very high risk of having to
make contributions if it suspended GET. We assumed
from the study mandate that the Legislature would want
to avoid making any contributions. That being the case,
we then turned our attention to solvency risks within the
program and how the biggest drivers of GET solvency
would be affected by changes or economic events.

Solvency Report Card - Suspend
Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Value
79.3%
$3,633
36%
77.7%

Score
0
88
31
0

Grade
F
B
F
F

31
84

F
B

F

Weight
28%
28%
22%
22%
0%
100%

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

We started by comparing the status quo to permanent
suspension of the program. This approach has been used
in other states as a way to cut losses in the face of serious
solvency challenges. See the Snapshots From Other States
appendix for more information.

Findings: Closing GET to new enrollees allows the state
to partially pin down its future liability. However, the
probability of state contributions is very high compared
to the status quo. Under worst case conditions, the dollar
amount of a state contribution would be significantly less
than under the status quo.

B+
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Current Investment Policy Balances Risk and
Affordability

First we looked at what would happen if the investment
asset mix were changed from 60 percent equities and 40
percent fixed income (60/40) (current policy) to a mix of
30 percent equities and 70 percent fixed income (30/70)
(lower risk, lower returns). The expected rate of return
dropped from 6.89 percent to 5.73 percent. Investment
volatility (the expected standard deviation or change
from year to year) dropped from 10.13 percent to 6.50
percent.

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

We ran various scenarios through the model to examine
the effects of changes to the "big three" drivers of GET
solvency. We started with investment returns. The GET
model includes investment data through June 30, 2009.
We ran two investment scenarios through the GET model.

Solvency Report Card - Lower Risk/Return Investment Portfolio
Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Value
1.8%
$2,475
103%
10.1%
2.06%

Score
88
92
89
80
90
88
84

Grade
B
A
B
B
A
B
B

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

B+

Lower Risk/Return Investment Portfolio - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions

Risk (State)

Most State
Contributions

B+

Affordability (Buyers)

Lowest
Premium

C+

Highest
Premium

Status Quo
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Findings: With a lower risk, lower return
portfolio there is a small increase in the risk
of state contributions, however the dollar
amount under worst case conditions is
much smaller, which results in an overall
improvement in the solvency report card.
On the other hand, this scenario also causes
GET units to become more expensive with
less people buying. The premium level within
the unit price is higher, the cost of GET units
increases and the number of units purchased
decreases. This scenario drives the risk/
affordability balance out of the northwest
quadrant, tipping the balance away from
affordability and toward lower risk.

Lower Risk/Return Investment
Portfolio
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Under the next investment scenario, we looked at what
would happen if the investment asset mix were changed
from 60 percent equities and 40 percent fixed income
(60/40) (current policy) to a mix of 80 percent equities and
20 percent fixed income (80/20) (higher risk, higher returns).

The expected rate of return increased from 6.89 percent to
7.51 percent. Investment volatility (the expected standard
deviation or change from year to year) increased from
10.13 percent to 13.19 percent.

Solvency Report Card - Higher Risk/Return Investment Portfolio
Grade
F
F
A
F
A
F
B

F

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

Higher Risk/Return Investment Portfolio - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions

Risk (State)

Most State
Contributions

Lowest
Premium

Affordability (Buyers)

Score
44
13
98
56
93
54
84
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Category
Value
Probability of State Contributions
8.5%
Worst Case State Contributions (millions)
$26,205
Average Funded Status
114%
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
22.4%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
1.47%
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Highest
Premium

Status Quo

Higher Risk/Return Investment
Portfolio
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Findings: A higher risk, higher return portfolio affects
purchaser behavior by increasing the number of units
purchased. The tuition component within the GET unit
price is reduced and GET units become more affordable.

22

This scenario, however, drives the risk/affordability
comparison out of the northwest quadrant. While
a higher-return higher-volatility investment scenario
decreases the cost of GET units, it significantly increases
the risk of state contributions due to the additional risk
assumed under the investment portfolio. Under worst
case conditions, the dollar amount of possible state
contributions is potentially much larger than for the status
quo. This changes the overall Solvency Report Card grade
to an F.
Overall Conclusion: The current investment portfolio is
striking a good balance between risk and affordability.
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Limiting Tuition Growth and Tuition Volatility Will
Optimize GET Solvency
Next we looked at tuition costs because they directly
affect the program’s payout liability. The tuition growth
rate also affects the GET unit price.

We chose this scenario to illustrate what can happen to
GET solvency if tuition costs increase at a lower rate than
assumed based on external factors that are outside the
GET Committee’s control.

Solvency Report Card - Reduce Tuition Growth Rate
Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Value
1.0%
$6,909
120%
8.1%
1.50%

Score
94
77
100
84
93
89
84

Grade
A
C
A
B
A
B
B

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

B+

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

We looked at two scenarios related to tuition costs. Under
the first scenario, tuition costs slow down and grow at
6.12 percent instead of the 7.5 percent growth rate we
assumed for the status quo. This scenario also assumes
a decrease in tuition volatility from 5.20 percent to 4.15
percent.

Tuition volatility refers to the variability in tuition costs
from year to year. Lower volatility affects GET solvency
in a number of ways: by making payout liabilities more
predictable, by making the dollar amounts available
for investment more certain, by making it easier to price
GET units, and by making purchaser behavior more
predictable.

C+
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Reduce Tuition Growth Rate - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions

Risk (State)

Most State
Contributions

24

Affordability (Buyers)
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Lowest
Premium

Findings: This scenario increases the number
of units purchased. It also drives the risk/
affordability balance deeper into the
northwest quadrant by significantly decreasing
the cost of GET units.
The Solvency Report Card shows a higher
grade than for the status quo. The amount
of state contributions decreases under worst
case conditions, and the average funded
status improves. The average change in the
premium level decreases. These changes
result in higher solvency scores.

Highest
Premium

Status Quo

Reduce Tuition Growth Rate
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Under the second tuition scenario, tuition costs grow at
a higher rate than in the past and the GET Committee
increases the price to reflect the increase in tuition. This
scenario assumes a future tuition growth rate of 8.85
percent instead of the 7.50 percent growth rate assumed
for the status quo or base scenario. This scenario also
assumes an increase in tuition volatility from 5.20 percent
to 7.25 percent.

number of ways: by altering payout liabilities, by changing
the dollar amounts available for investment, by making
it more difficult to consistently price GET units, and by
affecting purchaser behavior.

Again, tuition volatility refers to the variability in tuition costs
from year to year. High volatility affects GET solvency in a

Solvency Report Card - Increase Tuition Growth Rate
Score
90
60
90
61
90
77
84

Grade
A
D
A
D
A
C
B

C+

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

Increase Tuition Growth Rate - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions
Lowest
Premium

Risk (State)

Most State
Contributions

C-

Affordability (Buyers)

Category
Value
Probability of State Contributions
1.6%
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions) $12,015
Average Funded Status
104%
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
19.9%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
2.13%
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)
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We chose this scenario to illustrate what can happen to
GET solvency if tuition costs increase at an even higher
rate than 7.5 percent based on external factors that are
outside the GET Committee's control.

Highest
Premium

F

Status Quo

Increase Tuition Growth Rate
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Findings: This scenario decreases the number
of units purchased. It also drives the risk versus
affordability balance out of the northwest
quadrant by significantly increasing the cost of
GET units.
The Solvency Report Card shows a lower
grade than for the status quo. The amount of
state contributions increases under worst case
conditions, and the average funded status
drops. The average change in the premium
level increases. These changes result in lower
solvency scores.
Overall Conclusion: Limiting
growth in tuition costs and avoiding
sudden or unexpected spikes
in tuition costs will optimize GET
solvency.

26
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Matching the Tuition Growth Assumption to
Experience Helps Manage Risk
If tuition costs grow at a higher rate than expected, the
GET Committee may be under-pricing GET units. If tuition
grows at a slower rate, the Committee may be overpricing GET units. Solvency risk occurs when the actual
payout for tuition is more than what was planned.

Solvency Report Card - Higher Tuition Growth Rate than GET Assumes
Score
76
56
89
62
92
72
84

Grade
C
F
B
D
A
C
B

C-

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

Higher Tuition Growth Rate than GET Assumes - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions
Lowest
Premium

Risk (State)

Most State
Contributions

F

Affordability (Buyers)

Category
Value
Probability of State Contributions
3.7%
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions) $13,424
Average Funded Status
103%
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
19.1%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
1.71%
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)
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Under this scenario, we looked at what happens when
the GET Committee sets the unit price using a 7.0 percent
tuition growth assumption and actual tuition growth occurs
at a rate of 7.5 percent. We chose this scenario because
the GET Committee uses a 7.0 assumption, but historical
data shows increases above 7.0 percent over the last five-,
ten-, twenty- and twenty-eight-year periods. We also
expect at least one more year of double-digit increases in
the future. See the Actuarial Section appendix for more
information about the tuition growth assumption.

Highest
Premium

A

Status Quo

Higher Tuition Growth Rate than GET Assumes
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Findings: If the 7.0 percent assumption turns out to be
too low, then state contributions will significantly increase
under worst case conditions. Also, there would be a
lower funded status over time. This is because using a
tuition growth assumption that is too low results in underpricing GET units. Another way of looking at this is that
for all contracts, the payout goes up by 0.5 percent per
year. GET would be collecting insufficient proceeds to
cover future payout liabilities for tuition costs, and the
only way to make this up is by increasing the premium for
future purchasers. If the premium gets too high, fewer
purchasers may buy.

Recommendation: Consider changing the growth in
tuition assumption from 7.0 percent to 7.5 percent.

Increasing the assumed rate of tuition growth to
7.5 percent could help to assure that GET units are
adequately priced, that future payout liabilities are
covered and the funded status improves over time.
The entire program would be valued on the more
conservative side of our best estimate about what will
happen in the future, which means less solvency risk.
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Solvency Results Are Very Sensitive to Changes in
the Purchaser Behavior Assumption

Purchaser behavior is influenced largely by the GET unit
price, but also by other factors including the state of
the economy, market conditions, investment policies,
tuition costs, media coverage, marketing effectiveness
and purchasers' available discretionary income. The GET
unit price includes an amount to cover expected tuition
costs, an amount for planned expenses and a reserve
component to cover unexpected costs and past losses.
The difference between the purchase price of a GET
unit and the current cost of tuition for that same tuition
increment is known in the world of prepaid college tuition
plans as the "premium." Some purchasers will buy fewer
GET units as the premium increases and their dollars for

We made an assumption in the GET model about how
purchasers would behave over the long term as the
premium changes each year. We performed sensitivity
analysis around this assumption to see how much solvency
results would change if the assumption about purchaser
behavior changed.
We selected the following two scenarios and ran them
through the model to observe what would happen to
plan solvency if people bought 200,000 units less per year
or 200,000 units more per year than we assume over the
long term. We selected 200,000 because it's about a ten
percent shift from the experience we have seen so far.
When prices are very high, this amount could equal close
to the total number of units people would be buying.
Under the first scenario we looked at how the status quo
would hold up if less people purchased GET units than
assumed. We looked at a downward shift of 200,000 units
per year.

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

The GET program depends on regular income from the
sale of GET units to help sustain the program over time. The
number of units purchased each year reflects purchaser
behavior. A history of the number of units purchased each
year since inception of the program is included in the
Actuarial Section appendix .

college savings are stretched. If the premium is too high,
there will likely be fewer people who will even enroll in the
GET program.

Solvency Report Card - People Buy Less
Category
Value
Probability of State Contributions
14.3%
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions) $17,767
Average Funded Status
105%
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
23.9%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
1.52%
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Score
5
41
91
53
93
50
84

Grade
F
F
A
F
A
F
B

F

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%
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People Buy Less - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions

Risk (State)

30

Affordability (Buyers)
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Lowest
Premium

Highest
Premium

Status Quo

People Buy Less

Findings: Results from this scenario show that when people
don't buy, it's much harder for GET to weather the storm.
The balance between risk and affordability is no longer in
the northwest quadrant. Under worst case conditions, the
amount of state contributions doubles, and the probability
of a state contributions increases by a factor of about
nine.
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Most State
Contributions

Under the second scenario we looked at how the status
quo would hold up if more people purchased GET units
than assumed. We looked at an upward shift of 200,000
units per year.

Solvency Report Card - People Buy More
Value
0.0%
$263
113%
7.4%
1.59%

Score
100
100
98
86
93
96
84

Grade
A
A
A
B
A
A
B

A

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

People Buy More - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions

A

Risk (State)

Affordability (Buyers)

Lowest
Premium

Most State
Contributions
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Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

D

Highest
Premium

Status Quo

People Buy More

31
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Findings: When more people buy, it becomes very unlikely
that the state will ever have to make contributions. The
amount of contributions under worst case conditions also
becomes very small. Having more buyers means there are
more reserve dollars to provide a cushion for the program.

32

Recommendation: Because the current GET enrollment
period follows the most significant increase in the GET unit
price since the program's inception, update the OSA GET
model in 2010 to incorporate the latest data on purchaser
behavior at the current price.

The findings from both scenarios assume that the current
price-setting guidelines are in effect. However by
amending the guidelines, the solvency risks under these
scenarios could be very well-managed. We will talk more
about the price-setting guidelines in the next section of this
report.
Purchaser behavior is unpredictable, and we have less
data about this cost driver than any other. Within the
current enrollment window, purchasers are responding
to the largest increase in the GET unit price since the
program's inception. Including this data will improve the
reliability of the GET model.
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The Price-Setting Guidelines Help Manage Effects
from the "Big Three"

The current guidelines are in the About GET appendix. The
guidelines provide that the reserve component of the new
unit price should be based on the funded status of the
plan at that time. If the funded status is over 110 percent,
the Committee should lower the reserve component
to 0.5 percent. If the funded status is between 106 and
110 percent, the Committee should leave the reserve
component as it was the prior year. If the funded status
is less than 106 percent, the Committee should increase
the reserve component by 2 percent per year until the
program reaches 106 percent or higher.

It is important to note that we are not recommending a
specific set of price-setting guidelines. Instead we are
showing how different guidelines can help GET solvency.
We recommend that the GET Committee run analysis such
as this on a variety of guidelines, and use the GET model
to test the best guidelines against a variety of purchaser
behavior assumptions.

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

The main focus of GET's current price-setting policy is the
reserve component of the GET unit price. The reserve
component funds the "stabilization reserve." This reserve
helps keep the GET fund actuarially sound by covering
past losses and unexpected future costs. The money
collected for the reserve is not set aside into a separate
fund.

would be maintained at 10 percent. When the funded
status drops below 80 percent, the reserve would increase
to twenty percent. There would be no limit on how
quickly the GET Committee could increase the reserve
component of the GET unit price to respond to a low
funded status.

We ran several scenarios through the GET model to
examine how changes to the current price-setting
guidelines would improve GET solvency. The particular
scenario we included in this report had excellent solvency
results. Simply put, solvency risk could be virtually
eliminated by new guidelines that strengthen the reserve
while allowing the unit price to be more responsive to
funded status.
In this scenario, the GET Committee guidelines would allow
no stabilization reserve or a negative reserve component
when the funded status is over 150 percent. When the
funded status is between 80 and 150 percent, the reserve
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Value
0.0%
$0
112%
10.3%
2.47%

Score
100
100
97
80
88
94
84

Grade
A
A
A
B
B
A
B

A

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

New Price-Setting Guidelines - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions
Lowest
Premium

Affordability (Buyers)
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Solvency Report Card - New Price-Setting Guidelines
Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Highest
Premium

D

New Price-Setting Guidelines

Recommendation: Amend GET's price-setting guidelines
to strengthen the program's reserve while making it more
responsive to changes in funded status.

F
34

Most State
Contributions

B+
Status Quo

Finding: Changing GET's price-setting guidelines could
virtually eliminate the risk of future state contributions.

Risk (State)
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A One Time Cash Infusion Will Not Eliminate Future
Solvency Risk
We looked what would happen if the Legislature provided
a one-time cash infusion of $400 million into the GET fund.
We included this option to see if an infusion could virtually
eliminate future solvency risks. Also, the GET statutes

contemplate that the Legislature might provide an infusion
when requested to keep the fund actuarially sound.
This scenario does not assume that the money would be
set aside into a reserve fund or managed according to a
specific policy. Instead it would become part of the GET
fund.

Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Value
100.0%
$8,528
135%
7.2%
0.78%

Score
0
72
100
86
97
65
84

Grade
F
C
A
B
A
D
B

D

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

We gave this scenario a score of zero in the first category
(probability of state contributions) because a state
contribution of $400 million is actually being made. We
also included the $400 million in the dollar amount shown
in the in the second category (worst case fifty-year state
contributions).
For comparison purposes, we considered what the report
card would have looked like had we not “counted” the
$400 million in the scoring. This would be like grading only
the after-effects of the strategy and not the strategy as
a whole. By paying $400 million directly into the fund,
the probability of state contributions after that would be
significantly reduced but the amount of worst case fiftyyear contributions would be only slightly reduced. Still, the
overall solvency report card would move from a D to a B+.
Also, compared to the status quo (solvency score of 84),
the overall solvency score would improve (up to an 89).
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Solvency Report Card - One-Time Infusion of Money
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One-Time Infusion of Money - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions

Risk (State)

Most State
Contributions

Affordability (Buyers)
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Lowest
Premium

Highest
Premium

Status Quo

Again, if we graded only the after-effects of this strategy,
the risk versus affordability balance would slightly improve
for the state and for buyers, driving the square deeper into
the northwest quadrant.
Findings: This scenario guarantees a state contribution of
money. However, no reasonable amount of money can
completely eliminate the long-term risk of insolvency under
the worst case scenario. This is because the cash infusion
would become part of the GET fund itself and would be
subject to the same dynamics that currently affect the
fund. Eventually, the one-time cushion would blend into
the fund and its effects would no longer be felt.
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One-Time Infusion of Money

Because of this blending effect, a separate reserve fund
with reserve policy guidelines, a long-term payment plan
or insurance would be better options for eliminating future
solvency risk than a one-time cash infusion. Specifically
identifying and using funds or assets only for reserve
purposes would help maximize the effects on long-term
solvency. The OSA GET model could be used to perform
this kind of analysis. We did not include this analysis,
however, because results from the model showed that
state contributions could be avoided by amending the
price-setting guidelines.
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Reducing the Future Payout Value by 25 Percent
Slightly Reduces Solvency Risk

Strategies for reducing future payout liability include
capping the number of units that can be sold, capping or
limiting the amount of tuition the units will buy, and shifting
risk from the state to the higher education institutions
and/or future enrollees. We did not attempt to design
an amended program or new program, nor did we try to
anticipate how much policy makers might want to reduce
future payouts or who should pay for the difference. For
illustrative purposes, however, we chose a scenario that
reduces future payout value by 25 percent.

Some states with prepaid tuition programs have lowered
their future payout liability by amending their contracts
or offering a different program to new enrollees. Results
have been mixed. For more information, contact the GET
program's staff; see also the Snapshots From Other States
appendix, which includes summary information about plan
experience in several other states. In any event, for this
scenario, we did not model "shocks" to the program such
as people thinking the program is less reliable or in trouble.
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There are many potential strategies for reducing the future
payout value of GET units. Other states have used such
strategies when their prepaid tuition plans have faced
solvency challenges, some with better results than others.
The GET Committee staff has extensive information on how
other states have responded to market losses and rapidly
escalating tuition costs.

Under this scenario, current GET account holders would
keep their contracts, but for new enrollees the program
would have a lower payout value for each GET unit.
Proceeds from their contracts would be comingled with
existing funds. We chose a scenario that would reflect a
set percentage reduction in GET program liability. Other
percentages could be used.

Solvency Report Card - Lower Future Payout Value
Category
Probability of State Contributions
Worst Case 50-Year State Contributions (millions)
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Solvency Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Value
0.8%
$5,765
113%
9.7%
1.58%

Score
95
81
98
81
93
89
84

Grade
A
B
A
B
A
B
B

Weight
25%
25%
20%
20%
10%
100%

B+

F
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Lower Future Payout Value - Risk vs. Affordability
Least State
Contributions

Risk (State)

Most State
Contributions
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Affordability (Buyers)
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Lowest
Premium

Highest
Premium

Status Quo

Findings: Under this scenario the unit price would drop
and more purchasers would buy. The state would still
have similar exposure; it would just be spread among more
units. This helps to explain why ultimately there would
be very little reduction in the state's long-term solvency
risk. Lowering the payout value of future contracts by
25 percent would slightly improve GET solvency over the
long-term, but could create unintended consequences for
future purchaser behavior that might offset any benefits
from this approach (for example a loss of confidence in
the program).
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Lower Future Payout Value

Terminating GET Virtually Locks in a
State Contribution
Solvency Report Card - Terminate
Category
Probability of State Contributions
Largest Amount of State Contributions
Average Funded Status
Probability of Funded Status Under 50%
Average Annual Change in Premium Level
Total Risk Score
Status Quo Solvency Score (for comparison)

Value
79.3%
$703
81%
51.3%

Score
0
98
70
0

Grade
F
A
C
F

43
84

F
B

F

Weight
28%
28%
22%
22%
0%
100%

Findings: Terminating GET allows the state to eventually
lock in a known liability.
The dollar amount of the state's contribution would be
significantly less than under the worst case conditions for
the status quo, and less than if the program were simply
closed to new enrollees.
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By law the state can end the GET Program
based on its determination that the
program is no longer financially feasible, or
for any other reason. Ending the program
would trigger certain closeout and refund
scenarios for existing enrollees and contract
holders. Some people would be allowed to
continue in the program, while others would
be required to take refunds. (See the About
GET appendix and links to program details.)

This approach might be appropriate for a program that
has significant financial challenges that are not likely to
be overcome. With unacceptable levels of losses on the
horizon, the state could minimize its liability by terminating
the program. Washington's GET program, however, is not
currently in that position.
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Findings, Conclusions, and
Recommendations

~ g.e.t. solvency report ~

Results from the OSA GET model show that with some
relatively minor changes, GET can continue with very little
risk of future contributions from the state.
7. Solvency results are very sensitive to changes in the
purchaser behavior assumption.

Findings and Conclusions
1. If GET remains open, there is a relatively small
likelihood that state contributions will be required
over the next fifty years. While the chance of
a state contribution is small, the dollar amount
under worst case conditions could still be quite
significant.
2. The GET Committee could virtually eliminate
future solvency risk by amending its current pricing
guidelines to strengthen the program's reserve
while making it more responsive to funded status.
3. Suspending GET would greatly increase the risk
of state contributions, but the dollar amount of
those contributions would be lower. Terminating
GET virtually locks in insolvency, but at the lowest
amount of state contributions.
4. The current investment policy is striking a good
balance between risk and affordability.
5. Limiting future tuition growth and tuition volatility
will optimize GET solvency.
6. Matching the long-term tuition growth assumption
to experience will help manage solvency risk.
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8. Reducing payouts to future enrollees by 25 percent
would slightly reduce solvency risk.

Recommendations
1. Amend GET's pricing guidelines to strengthen the
program's reserve while making it more responsive
to changes in funded status.
2. Consider increasing the tuition growth assumption
for the program from 7 to 7.5 percent.
3. Continue to use the OSA GET model or similar
analysis in the future to evaluate the impacts of
significant economic events and potential changes
affecting the program.
4. If policy makers or the GET Committee continue
to use the OSA GET model, update the model in
2010 to incorporate the new data on purchaser
behavior after the enrollment window, as the
current GET enrollment period follows the most
significant increase in the GET unit price since the
program’s inception. Continue to track purchaser
behavior in the future and re-evaluate assumptions
about purchaser behavior regularly.
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appendices

Introduction to the Appendices
The Appendices provide details that support the main body of this report. We have
divided them into three sections.

About GET

GET Committee's Price-Setting Guidelines - The current guidelines
used to set the price for new GET units.

Actuarial Section
Study Mandate - The Legislature's word-for-word directive to the
State Actuary.

~ appendices ~

Quick Facts - Background information on the GET program with links
to enrollment materials, program details, and applicable state laws.

Process Behind the GET Model - A disclosure of the methods, data,
and assumptions we used to perform our analysis.
Actuarial Certification - A letter certifying the results of our analysis.

Snapshots from Other States
Plan Histories - From four states, illustrating a variety of experiences
with guaranteed prepaid tuition plans.
Article - Providing an overview of prepaid college savings plans
around the country.
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About GET
Quick Facts
Background information on the GET program with links to enrollment
materials, program details, and applicable state laws.
GET Committee's Price-Setting Guidelines
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The current guidelines used to set the price for new GET units.
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Quick Facts
About GET
What is the Guaranteed Education Tuition (GET)
Program?

GET's slogan is "Buy tomorrow's college tuition today."
GET guarantees that if you buy 100 units today, your 100
units will equal the actual cost of one academic year of
resident undergraduate tuition and state-mandated fees
at the most expensive Washington public university when
your child enrolls in college, regardless of how much tuition
has increased over time.
Purchasers of GET units have a binding guarantee that
tuition units will be worth the same number of units at
the time of redemption as they were at the time of
purchase. If the money in the program is insufficient to
cover expenses for a biennium, state law provides that the
Legislature will appropriate the funds necessary to cover
them. Click for a program overview brochure.
An enrollment information kit is available on the GET
website, along with enrollment forms and instructions. Visit
the GET website at: www.get.wa.gov.

GET is funded by proceeds from the sale of GET units and
the investment returns on those proceeds. The price for
GET units is set annually by GET's governing body. During
an annual window, people enroll and agree to purchase
GET units. Money from the purchases is deposited into the
advanced college tuition payment program account in
the custody of the State Treasurer. The Washington State
Investment Board (WSIB) invests money from the account
and the account is then credited with the investment
returns.
Expenses for the GET program are paid directly from
the account without appropriation by the Legislature.
Expenses include costs related to investing the account as
well as the costs to administer the program.

How is GET governed?
GET is governed by the Committee on Advanced
Tuition Payment (referred to in this report as the "GET
Committee"). By statute, Committee members are:
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GET is Washington's state-operated 529 prepaid tuition
plan for helping families set aside funds for future college
tuition. Families prepay college tuition by purchasing
"units" that can be used at qualified public and private
colleges, universities, and vocational schools throughout
the United States and some schools in other countries.

How is GET funded?

²² The State Treasurer (or his/her designee).
²² The Director of OFM (or his/her designee).
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²² The Executive Director of the Higher Education
Coordinating Board (HECB) (or his/her designee);
by statute, the Director serves as Chair of the
Committee.
²² One Governor appointee who represents program
participants.

Title 14. A GET Master Agreement explains GET program
terms to prospective purchasers and serves as a contract
between the state and GET account owners. A copy of
the current Master Agreement is available on the GET
website in the Program Details brochure.

²² One Governor appointee who represents private
business and who has marketing, public relations or
financial expertise.
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The Committee is staffed by employees of the HECB.
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What laws apply to GET?
Federal tax laws apply to GET. GET is known as a qualified
tuition program or "Section 529" plan. "Section 529"
refers to a section of the Internal Revenue Code that
created these plans in 1996. Every state has at least
one 529 plan available. GET is considered a "prepaid
tuition/guaranteed savings plan." There are other types
of Section 529 plans, but only one 529 plan is offered in
Washington. Contributions to GET are not deductible from
federal taxes, but investment growth is tax-deferred and
distributions to pay for qualified college costs are taken
tax-free.
State law also applies to GET. GET was authorized by
statute in 1997. The provisions of Chapter 28B.95 RCW
apply to the program. The GET committee is authorized
to formulate rules and policies and to enter into contracts.
Rules promulgated by the Committee are located in WAC
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GET Committee’s
			

Price-Setting Guidelines

October 31, 2007
The GET Committee adopted the following price-setting
guidelines at the October 31 meeting. These guidelines
are designed to provide guidance to Committee
members in setting future prices of a GET unit.

²² The range for the overall program stabilization
reserve is plus or minus 2 percent of the target (i.e.
6 to 10 percent).
²² If the overall program stabilization reserve is outside
of this range (6 to 10 percent), the Committee
may increase or decrease the reserve contribution
in each new unit sold in order to keep the overall
program stabilization reserve within the range.
±± If the overall program stabilization reserve is
above 10 percent, the Committee should
reduce the reserve contribution in each new
unit sold to 0.5 percent (minimum level) until
the overall program stabilization reserve is
again within the range.

²² The Committee should make pricing adjustments
gradually over multiple enrollment years.
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²² The target for the overall program stabilization
reserve is 8 percent.

±± If the overall program stabilization reserve
is below 6 percent, the Committee should
increase the reserve contribution in each new
unit sold by 2 percent every enrollment year
until the overall program stabilization reserve is
again within the range.
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Actuarial Section
Study Mandate
The Legislature’s word-for-word directive to the State Actuary.
Process Behind the GET Model
A disclosure of the methods, data, and assumptions we used to
perform our analysis.

A letter certifying the results of our analysis.
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Actuarial Certification
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Process Behind
				

The OSA GET Model

~ appendices - actuarial section ~

This section of the Appendices explains the approach used
to build a custom model for the GET program that would
calculate solvency risks. Actuaries are required by the
Actuarial Standards of Practice to disclose all assumptions,
methods, and data they use. Here we attempted to go
beyond the requirements so interested people can fully
understand the reasons we chose to model something in a
particular way.
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Building the GET model required many different steps.
We organized the explanation of our approach into the
following sections:
1. Matching the Actuarial Valuation for the GET Model
We valued the existing GET contracts and
matched the most recent actuarial valuation.
2. Valuing Future Purchasers Provides a Look into the
Future
We valued future GET contracts.

3. Fifty-Year Projections Allow Modeling Current and
Future Purchasers Together
We created a best-estimate projection of GET over
the next fifty years assuming the program stays
open.
4. Adding Assumptions about Future Variability
Measures GET Solvency Risk
We allowed our main assumptions to vary in
the projection. We ran 5,000 random fifty-year
projections, and sorted the results to estimate the
likelihood of various events occurring.
5. Scenarios Measure the Change Due to Internal
Decisions and External Factors
We showed how various changes affect the status
of GET over the next fifty years.
See the diagram on the following page for more details.
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Process Behind the GET Model
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Matching the Actuarial Valuation for the GET Model
Annually, the GET program has a “checkup”, called an
actuarial valuation. Among other things, the checkup
determines the funded status, or whether the program
has enough money on hand today to pay for its future
obligations. The actuarial valuation serves as a snapshot
at that date for only the current group of members. It
does not monitor the ongoing, or “open”, nature of the
plan. Matching the latest actuarial valuation for the GET
program allowed us to:
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1. Value one of the two groups that we will use later
in our fifty-year solvency projections.
2. Compare our results to the GET program’s current
information to ensure accuracy.
How We Valued the Current Contracts in GET
We valued the current contracts in GET by estimating
the future tuition payments (cash outflow), administrative
expenses (cash outflow), and monthly contract payments
(cash inflow). The estimation of future cash flows required
assumptions about:
²² When contract holders will redeem their units.
²² Whether they will stop making payments on their
monthly payment plans.
²² What tuition will be in future years.
²² What administrative expenses will be over time.
We discounted these cash flows to today’s value in
order to calculate the plan’s funded status. Discounting
the cash flows to today’s value requires an assumption
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regarding how fast invested money will grow over time.
The idea is that $1 today is worth more next year ($1.07 in
this case) due to investment earnings. Discounting moves
the opposite way and states that $1.07 in year one will be
worth $1 today. Discounting all of the cash flows to one
common year allows for an apples to apples comparison
of all cash flows.
The funded status is today’s value of the assets (current
assets plus value of monthly contract payments) divided
by today’s value of the liabilities (value of tuition payments
plus value of expenses). The funded status serves as the
best indicator of the program’s health at a particular point
in time.
Assumptions We Made About Uncertain Future Events to
Value the Current Contracts
We made both economic and behavioral assumptions to
value the current GET contracts.
Economic Assumptions
Investment Return – We assume assets will grow by 6.89
percent each year they are invested. The portfolio
currently consists of 60 percent equities and 40 percent
treasury inflation-protected securities (TIPS). The
Washington State Investment Board’s (WSIB) capital
market assumptions assume this portfolio will have an
arithmetic return of 7.35 percent and a standard deviation
of 10.13 percent. When compounded over fifteen
to twenty years, the deviation turns the 7.35 percent
arithmetic return into a long-term geometric average of
6.89 percent.
Tuition Growth – We assume tuition will grow by 7.50
percent per year. Over the last five-, ten-, twenty-, and
twenty-eight-year periods tuition grew by 8.08, 8.00, 7.39,
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and 7.29 percent respectively. In addition we expect
at least one more year of double digit increase due
to the Legislature approving a tuition increase of up
to 14.00 percent for the 2009-2011 biennium. For the
replication of the actuarial valuation, we used the current
assumption of 7.00 percent. We believe the current
assumption is reasonable; however, our best estimate for
future tuition growth is 7.50 percent. The “Higher Tuition
Growth than GET Assumes” scenario in the body of the
report shows the effect of estimating too low on an
important assumption such as tuition.

Expenses – Consistent with the most recent actuarial
valuation, we assume:
²² Maintenance expenses will be $18.29 per contract
per year.
²² Distribution expense will be $12.20 per contract in
payment status per year.
²² Monthly payment plan expense will be $1.44 per
contract per month.
²² Expenses will grow by inflation each year.

Rate of Redemption – This shows what percent of a
contract holder’s total units will be used upon reaching
college (or their “use year”). Consistent with the most
recent actuarial valuation, we used the following
assumptions.
Redemption
Year
Rate
0
0.2
1
0.2
2
0.2
3
0.1
4
0.1
5
0.1
6+
0.1

Rate of Monthly Payment Default – This shows the rate
at which payments stop under monthly payment
plan contracts. If default occurs, these contracts are
converted to a lump sum plan. Consistent with the
most recent actuarial valuation, we used the following
assumptions.
Payment Default
Year
Rate
1
0.025
2
0.020
3
0.020
4
0.020
5+
0.015
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Inflation – We assume 2.50 percent inflation per year.
We relied on the most recent actuarial valuation for this
assumption since we did not analyze the administrative
expense growth rate.

Behavioral Assumptions
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Rate of Refund – This shows the rate at which people ask
for payouts for any reason other than tuition payments.
Consistent with the most recent actuarial valuation, we
used the following assumptions.
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Refund
Year
Rate
1
0.0110
2
0.0040
3
0.0025
4
0.0025
5+
0.0010

We relied on the expense and behavioral assumptions
from the latest actuarial valuation as accurate. We felt
they were reasonable and did not perform an experience
study to determine if they should be altered.
Data We Used to Value the Current Contracts
We used the contract data file provided by GET staff. We
relied on this data file as accurate and complete since we
value each entry in the file. We did not perform an audit
of this data, but believe it is reasonable for the purposes of
our work. We used data entries such as:
²² Program Year – the contract holder’s entry year
into the program.
²² Use Year – when the contract holder expects to
start using units for tuition.
²² Payment Amount – the monthly amount the
contract holder owes on the payment plan.
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²² Units Outstanding – the number of units the
contract holder currently owns (including units still
being paid for in the monthly payment plan).
To set our tuition growth assumption we studied the
following historical tuition data.
Year
82-83
83-84
84-85
85-86
86-87
87-88
88-89
89-90
90-91
91-92
92-93
93-94
94-95
95-96

Tuition Growth
11.00%
11.20%
0.00%
22.70%
0.00%
7.90%
3.80%
1.70%
6.90%
11.50%
3.40%
12.40%
14.80%
3.90%

Year
96-97
97-98
98-99
99-00
00-01
01-02
02-03
03-04
04-05
05-06
06-07
07-08
08-09
09-10

Tuition Growth
4.00%
3.90%
4.00%
3.70%
3.40%
7.10%
16.00%
7.00%
6.60%
6.80%
6.90%
6.80%
6.80%
13.10%

We also examined average tuition growth over different
periods.
Tuition Statistics
5-Year Average
8.08%
10-Year Average
8.00%
20-Year Average
7.39%
28-Year Average
7.29%
Standard Deviation
5.15%

²² Payments Due – the number of monthly payments
left on the monthly payment plan.
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Valuing Future Purchasers Provides a Look into the
Future
The GET Committee sets a price each year and allows
citizens to purchase new units. We already valued the
current contract holders by replicating the latest actuarial
valuation. To analyze the solvency of the GET program,
as mandated for this study, we looked at the ongoing,
or “open” nature of the GET program. Next we valued
the cost of assumed future purchasers so that we could
analyze the entire program under different economic
states in the future.

While we have data for the current contract holders,
we do not have data on who will purchase GET units in
the future. So, the first step we took was to estimate the
makeup of these future purchasers. We refer to the entire
group of purchasers each year as a “cohort”. The cohort
for each purchase year is made up of thirty-eight different
types of people. The 38 types of people represent a
mixture of the entire population. We expect each of the
thirty-eight people to remain in the program between
two to twenty years before starting to use their units. The
thirty-eight types are either lump sum or monthly payment
plan purchasers. The thirty-eight combinations are the
nineteen different contract lengths multiplied by the two
different payment options. The percent of the population
expected to be in each of the combinations is shown
in the next section of this appendix. Later, we ratio the
value of the thirty-eight combinations up based on how
many units we assume will be sold in that year (in the
following section).

We then discounted these cash flows to the cohort’s entry
year. We repeated this process for each year in our fiftyyear projection, since we expect a new cohort to enter
each year.
Assumptions We Made About Uncertain Future Events to
Value the Future Contracts
We used the same assumptions for the open group as the
closed group except one. The only new assumption for
the future purchasers is the makeup of each cohort. We
based the cohort on the full data file provided by GET
staff. We assumed each future cohort would have this
same makeup.
The table below shows the percent of the population in
each of the thirty-eight combinations. It also shows the
number of units each combination purchases and the
length of the monthly payment plan for those who select
that payment option. For example 4.0 percent of the
people are assumed to purchase 248 lump sum units that
are kept for six years before being used.
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How We Valued the Future GET Contracts

Next, we valued the thirty-eight types of people in each
cohort. We valued each cohort in the same way we
valued the current contract holders in the actuarial
valuation. We estimated the future tuition payments (cash
outflow), administrative expenses (cash outflow), and
monthly contract payments (cash inflow). The estimation
of future cash flows required assumptions about when
contract holders will redeem their units, whether they will
stop making payments on their monthly payment plans,
what tuition will be in future years, and what administrative
expenses will be over time.
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The easiest way to think about this table is, for every 100
purchasers:
²² Seventy-three select the lump sum payment
option.
±± Each buys 202 units.
²² Twenty-seven select the monthly payment plan
option.
±± Each buys 209 units.
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±± They pay for it over 114 months.
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Length In
Program
Years
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

% Lump
Sum
0.1%
3.9%
2.9%
3.8%
4.0%
4.4%
4.6%
4.5%
4.4%
4.3%
4.0%
4.0%
5.0%
3.9%
4.3%
4.8%
6.4%
3.2%
0.1%
72.6%

Future Purchaser Cohort Assumption
Monthly
Length of
Lump Sum
% Monthly
Payment Plan Payment Plan
Units Purchased Payment Plan Units Purchased
Months
273
0.0%
316
45
246
0.5%
159
25
231
0.7%
171
36
229
1.1%
185
47
248
1.3%
193
58
230
1.6%
203
69
231
1.7%
207
80
223
1.8%
214
91
223
1.7%
213
100
209
1.9%
219
111
212
1.8%
218
119
197
1.7%
212
130
182
2.0%
206
139
181
1.5%
212
148
167
1.8%
212
156
158
2.0%
216
166
162
2.6%
231
175
163
1.7%
231
191
229
0.0%
234
135
202
27.4%
209
114
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Fifty-Year Projections Allow Modeling Current and
Future Purchasers Together
Once we had the expected cash flows for both the
current and future contract holders, we needed to tie
these together to create a projection for the status quo of
the GET program. The status quo is the ongoing program
as it exists today (accepting new contracts and using the
current price-setting guidelines). To value the status quo,
we needed to create assumptions for the price of future
GET units (set by the GET Committee), and how many units
people purchase each year.

We created a projection of the GET program that
measures every key element during each future year.
Here’s how: We start with the program’s current status –
liabilities, assets, funded status, and price. Throughout the
next year, investment returns occur at our assumed rate,
tuition grows at our assumed rate, people cash in tuition
units at our assumed rate, and people buy new units at
our assumed rate (discussed below in the assumption
section). This particular projection moves the program
forward assuming experience matches our assumptions
exactly. We call this a deterministic projection because
the current program and assumptions determine the
future. (Later we follow this same process, but let the
investment returns, tuition growth, and number of units
purchased deviate from their expected values.)
At the end of the first year, a valuation is performed
and the new liabilities, assets, and funded status are
calculated. Based on the funded status from the

Once the new price is set, we have projected one
year. We repeat this process fifty times during our fiftyyear projection. At the end of the projection, we have
developed our “expected” path that the GET program
will follow. Of course, in reality, the future will be different.
We believe there is a 50 percent chance the future will
be better for the program, and a 50 percent chance the
future will be worse for the program.
Assumptions We Made About Uncertain Future Events to
Project the Status of the GET Program
We developed two new assumptions in order to tie the
current contract holders together with the future contract
holders and create a projection of the GET program.
These two assumptions are the unit price set by the GET
Committee, and the number of units purchased per year.
Unit Price – The GET Committee sets the GET unit price
using three components:
1. Current Price of Future Tuition – This is the amount
of money that can be expected to pay for the
tuition costs when the units are redeemed. The
money is invested at the assumed rate of return
between now and then. If the tuition assumption
equaled the investment assumption, the current
price of future tuition would equal the current
price of tuition. Currently, the price of future tuition
is greater than the price of current tuition since
tuition is expected to grow at 7.50 percent while
investments earn 6.89 percent.
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How We Projected the Status of the GET Program

valuation, we make an assumption for how the GET
Committee will set a new price for the following year
(based on their current price-setting guidelines).
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2. Current Price of Future Expenses – This is the
amount of money that can be expected to pay for
the administrative costs as they occur.
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3. Reserve Level – This is the amount of money
that covers any unfunded liabilities (from past
purchasers), and acts as a cushion for unexpected
costs that accrue in the future (from current
purchasers).
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Together, these three pieces make up the GET unit price.
The amount of the GET unit price that exceeds the current
price of tuition can be considered a “premium”. For
example, the current price of a GET unit is $101, whereas
the current cost of tuition is $76 – there is a premium level
of 33 percent. The premium is an important concept
that is used throughout the rest of the Appendices. The
premium covers expected tuition growing faster than
expected investment returns, expenses, and reserve
cushion for both past and current purchasers.
We assumed the GET Committee would follow their current
price-setting guidelines (“Guidelines”) in each future year
of our projections. This constitutes an assumption rather
than fact since they are guidelines, rather than rules. The
GET Committee uses them as a beginning point for their
price, but uses additional information in a given year to
ultimately set the price. The Guidelines have been in
place for two years and they have been followed only
one of those two years.

Units Purchased – Since any unfunded liability is expected
to be made up by increasing the reserve level in
future purchases, purchaser behavior is important. The
program’s solvency depends on units being purchased
when the reserve level is set at higher levels. To create this
assumption, we:
1. Looked at past data.
2. Looked at the rate of return on a GET purchase
from an investment perspective.
3. Looked at how many dollars were spent in the
past.
4. Considered what percentage of future purchasers
are “investors” vs. “cash-constrained”.
Past Data
Our first step involved looking at past data (shown below
in the data section) to isolate indicators of purchaser
behavior. Unfortunately, there is limited data for us to
rely on to set this important assumption. In addition, we
decided to exclude the first three data points due to
a fundamental shift in the GET Committee’s marketing
strategy from radio to TV (which greatly increased the
annual number of units sold). As a result, we had eight
data points to work with out of the original eleven.
We analyzed how many units were purchased based on
the current premium level, the following year’s premium
level (one-year lag), the increase in premium level from
year to year, the reserve level, and the funded status. The
most useful indicators of the number of units purchased
tended to be the following year’s premium level, and the
current year’s premium level.
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We settled on the current premium level as the best
indicator of how many units will be purchased. The
graph below shows the data points with a best-fit line
drawn through them. The correlation is 0.26. If we were
to rely solely on this data, we would use the line as our
best estimate for the number of units purchased based
on the premium level. However, due to the limited data
we don’t have much confidence behind this analysis
alone. In addition, this approach does not include a way
of estimating purchaser behavior to the left and right of
our current experience. We supplemented this analysis
by looking at two different types of purchasers and how
much they may purchase under varying circumstances.

Units Purchased At Each Premium Level

Annual Units Purchased

3,500,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
0
0.9

1

1.1
Premium Level

1.2

1.3

1.4
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We looked at the correlation between the number of units
purchased in one year and the following year’s premium
level. We expect the public has knowledge of current
investment returns and potential tuition increases that will
affect the next year’s purchase price before the end of
the current year. In other words, the purchase period ends
in April and a new price is set for purchases starting in May
– but people are privy to the investment results and the
Legislature’s discussions on tuition before April ends. This
showed a high correlation of 0.62. However, this behavior
requires an assumption in the model for what people
perceive the following year’s premium level to be. We
believe this extra complication in modeling does not add
extra precision.
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Rate of Return for “Investors”
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Next, we analyzed the rate of return a purchaser expects
when they buy a unit. We realize that many people
look at setting money aside in a program like this as
an investment. They step back, look at the investment
prospects, compare it to other investment opportunities
(for saving for education), and decide whether or not to
purchase units.
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We believe the rate of return investors expect would be
based on the premium level, the length of stay in the
GET program, and the individual’s expectation for tuition
growth. We assume that individuals believe tuition will
grow at the same rate that the GET Committee sets their
assumption for tuition growth.
We calculated the expected rate of return for each
possible combination of premium level and length of stay
in the GET program. The table below shows a sample of
the possibilities.
Expected Annual Rate of Return for "Investors"
Length in Program (Years)
Premium
Level
2
8
14
20
0.50
52.0%
17.2%
13.0%
11.3%
0.75
24.1%
11.4%
9.7%
9.1%
1.00
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
1.25
-3.9%
4.5%
5.8%
6.3%
1.50
-12.2%
2.2%
4.4%
5.3%
1.75
-18.7%
0.2%
3.3%
4.5%
2.00
-24.0%
-1.4%
2.3%
3.8%
2.25
-28.3%
-2.9%
1.4%
3.2%
2.50
-32.0%
-4.1%
0.7%
2.7%

Based on our cohort, we have assumed a different
percent of the population will stay in the program from
two to nineteen years. When we multiply these percents
for each length of stay by the rate of return for that length
of stay (above), we develop an overall rate of return for
our future purchaser cohort. When calculated for each
premium level, the result is an expected cohort rate of
return at each premium level.
Over the last eight years, the GET program has averaged
selling about 2.3 million units per year. The average cohort
expected a rate of return of about 5.5 percent. We
assume that under “average” conditions, the GET program
will sell 2.3 million units in future years. As the premium
level increases or decreases, the expected rate of return
for “investors” will decrease and increase respectively.
As the expected rate of return for our future purchaser
cohort (described above in the future purchaser section)
increases, more people will buy. As the expected rate of
return for the cohort decreases, less people will buy. The
table below shows how we adjusted the average number
of purchases for various rates of return.
Expected
Cohort Rate of
Return
Purchase Factor
2%
0.0
3%
0.1
4%
0.5
5%
0.9
6%
1.1
7%
1.2
8%
1.3
9%
1.5
10%
1.8
11%
2.2
12%
2.7
13%
3.2
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Number of
Units
Purchased
230,000
1,150,000
2,070,000
2,530,000
2,760,000
2,990,000
3,450,000
4,140,000
5,060,000
6,210,000
7,360,000

The above table shows that at a 5.5 percent rate of return,
we assume the “average” number of units (2.3 million)
will be purchased. If the rate of return falls to 4.0 percent,
we assume half as many people will buy. If the rate of
return jumps to 9.0 percent we assume 50.0 percent more
people will buy.
The next graph shows this assumption based on the
premium level set by the GET Committee. It is the same
format as the analysis on past data (above), and the
format for our final assumption described later in this
section.

We looked at the average number of dollars spent on
unit purchases over the history of the GET
program. On average, each account
spent about $12,000. We assumed that the
“cash constrained” purchasers will purchase
$12,000 worth of units. We assumed this
amount grows by 6.0 percent per year. We
chose 6.0 percent due to its relationship
to the 7.5 percent tuition assumption. The
actual growth amount is less important
than the relationship. We believe the high
long-term expected tuition growth will
slightly outpace the public’s ability to pay
for the higher costs. This is a similar concept
to many forecasts of long-term medical
inflation – assumed to be approximately 1.0
to 1.5 percent higher than general inflation.
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Annual Units Purchased
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While we know a certain portion of the population is the
“investor” type, we also know that a certain portion is what
we refer to as “cash constrained”. “Cash constrained”
buyers plan to purchase units in this program because
they believe it is the correct thing to do, regardless of
the rate of return. We assume that these buyers have a
certain amount of money they can allocate to saving for
education, and will buy as many units as they can with
that amount.

Premium Level
"Investor" - Rate of Return Approach

The next graph shows this assumption based on the
premium level set by the GET Committee. Later we will
blend this graph with the “investor” graph to create the
final assumption. It is the same format as the analysis on
past data (above), the rate of return approach (above),
and the format for our final assumption.
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Units Purchased Based On Premium Level

Dollars Spent by “Cash Constrained” Purchasers
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Units Purchased Based On Premium Level
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“Investors” vs. “Cash Constrained” and the Final Assumption
At this point, we had looked at three ways purchasers may
behave in the future – based on past data,
“investor” types, and “cash constrained”
8,000,000
types. We blended the “investor” and
7,000,000
“cash constrained” types together to make
6,000,000
our final assumption. Then, the past data
5,000,000
analysis was used to validate our result.
4,000,000

The next graph shows the final assumption
based on the premium level set by the GET
Committee. The final assumption is a fifty/
fifty blending of the “investor” graph and
the “cash constrained” graph. It is the same format as the
analysis on past data (above), the rate of return approach
(above), and the “cash constrained”.
Units Purchased Based On Premium Level

3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
0

To blend these together, we needed to
figure out what percent of the population
are “investor” types versus “cash
constrained” types. We looked at the data
to determine how many people bought a
“round” number of units – for example 50,
100, 150…400, 450, 500 units. We believe
most of these people are not constrained by
cash and bought enough units for their specific education
/ investment needs – 48 percent of the population fell into
this category. This means 52 percent of the population
bought an “un-round” number of units – for example 46,
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Units Purchased
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Cash Constrained

177, 236, 481 units. It appears most of these
people had a certain amount of cash to
spend on units and bought as many units
as they could. While this is not a perfect
measure (we know we are categorizing
some people incorrectly), it was good
enough to round to an even 50 percent for
both types and feel comfortable with the
result.

Premium Level
Final Assumption - 50/50 Blend of "Investors" and "Cash Constrained"

We tested the left side of the graph by comparing it to
the maximum number of ongoing units the population
of Washington could purchase. Based on the census
data, Washington has just shy of 100,000 children at
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each age from one to five. If 100,000 new children were
introduced to the population each year, and they each
purchased the average 206 units, 20.6 million units would
be sold each year. On the left side of our graph our
assumption approaches six million. We believe this shows
the extreme left end of the assumption to be reasonable
since it is within the bounds of maximum purchases, but
accounts for the fact that not everyone in the state would
know about this investment opportunity, care about the
investment opportunity, or have the cash to pay for the
investment opportunity.

The table below shows how many dollars were spent per
contract holder over the course of the program. This
data was used to set the “cash constrained” purchaser
assumption. It also shows how the amount of money per
contract holder has increased over time.

In addition, we expect the amount of people eligible to
purchase units will likely grow over time. We looked at the
growth rate of the Washington State population for an
idea of how much the eligible population may grow in the
future. We assumed a 0.5 percent growth rate in units sold
in each future year.
Data We Used to Project the Status of the GET Program
We requested data from GET program or GET staff to
measure the number of units purchased at each unit price
period. The table below shows the results.
Premium Vs Units Purchased
Units
Premium
Purchased
Level
Year
1998
1,374,095
103.1%
1999
615,327
107.9%
2000
523,702
112.6%
2001
2,463,500
107.7%
2002
2,099,531
115.0%
2003
1,896,635
117.9%
2004
2,108,360
118.4%
2005
2,146,191
119.9%
2006
2,339,431
118.9%
2007
2,102,305
117.6%
2008
3,177,699
113.1%
2009
TBD
133.0%

Percent
Increase
9%
8%
2%
24%
10%
7%
8%
6%
6%
9%

Results
The table below shows some key measures of the
expected GET program status over the next 50 years.
These results are based on the best-estimate assumptions.
The following section will show that the status can deviate
from these results significantly.
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Dollar Amount Spent Per Year
Average Units /
Contract
Unit Price
Dollars Spent
$35
$7,210
206
$38
$7,828
206
$41
$8,446
206
$42
$8,652
206
$52
$10,712
206
$57
$11,742
206
$61
$12,566
206
$66
$13,596
206
$70
$14,420
206
$74
$15,244
206
Average
$11,042
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Expected Status of GET Over Next 50 Years
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Fiscal
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039

Liability
(millions)
$1,531
$1,724
$1,882
$2,030
$2,172
$2,311
$2,449
$2,587
$2,716
$2,843
$2,968
$3,081
$3,189
$3,284
$3,374
$3,708
$4,077
$4,488
$4,945
$5,475
$6,061
$6,739
$7,492
$8,322
$9,227
$10,208
$11,262
$12,389
$13,591
$14,872
$16,233

Assets
(millions)
$1,256
$1,446
$1,615
$1,776
$1,937
$2,100
$2,268
$2,441
$2,612
$2,789
$2,975
$3,156
$3,343
$3,528
$3,719
$4,097
$4,513
$4,977
$5,492
$6,086
$6,743
$7,497
$8,335
$9,258
$10,264
$11,356
$12,531
$13,791
$15,138
$16,577
$18,110

Funded
Status
82.1%
83.9%
85.8%
87.5%
89.2%
90.9%
92.6%
94.4%
96.2%
98.1%
100.2%
102.4%
104.8%
107.4%
110.2%
110.5%
110.7%
110.9%
111.1%
111.2%
111.2%
111.3%
111.2%
111.2%
111.2%
111.2%
111.3%
111.3%
111.4%
111.5%
111.6%

Unit Price
(Buy)
$101
$121
$132
$144
$157
$171
$187
$204
$222
$242
$264
$287
$313
$336
$259
$278
$299
$321
$345
$371
$398
$428
$460
$494
$531
$571
$613
$659
$708
$761
$818

Tuition Rate
(Redeem)
$76
$87
$93
$100
$108
$116
$124
$134
$144
$154
$166
$179
$192
$206
$222
$238
$256
$276
$296
$318
$342
$368
$395
$425
$457
$491
$528
$568
$610
$656
$705
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Premium
Level
1.33
1.40
1.42
1.44
1.46
1.48
1.50
1.53
1.54
1.57
1.59
1.61
1.63
1.63
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.17
1.16
1.17
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16

Premium
Level
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.15
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Fiscal
Year
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059

Expected Status of GET Over Next 50 Years (Continued)
Liability
Assets
Funded Unit Price
Tuition Rate
(millions) (millions)
Status
(Buy)
(Redeem)
$17,677
$19,743
111.7%
$879
$758
$19,206
$21,479
111.8%
$944
$815
$20,817
$23,314
112.0%
$1,015
$876
$22,511
$25,252
112.2%
$1,091
$942
$24,298
$27,306
112.4%
$1,172
$1,012
$26,194
$29,493
112.6%
$1,260
$1,088
$28,213
$31,829
112.8%
$1,354
$1,170
$30,370
$34,331
113.0%
$1,455
$1,258
$32,683
$37,019
113.3%
$1,564
$1,352
$35,171
$39,916
113.5%
$1,681
$1,453
$37,848
$43,038
113.7%
$1,806
$1,562
$40,728
$46,401
113.9%
$1,942
$1,679
$43,828
$50,029
114.1%
$2,087
$1,805
$47,166
$53,939
114.4%
$2,243
$1,941
$50,759
$58,156
114.6%
$2,411
$2,086
$54,628
$62,702
114.8%
$2,591
$2,243
$58,794
$67,605
115.0%
$2,785
$2,411
$63,281
$72,891
115.2%
$2,994
$2,592
$68,112
$78,593
115.4%
$3,218
$2,786
$73,315
$84,742
115.6%
$3,459
$2,995
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Several important events occur during this projection
that can be seen from the output. First, beginning in
2010 we assume the units are priced using a 7.5 percent
tuition assumption rather than the current 7.0 percent
assumption. This creates a jump in the premium level.
Next, in 2019 we see the program move back into fully
funded status. Then, in 2022 we see the premium level
remain constant at 1.63. This happens because the
guidelines state that the reserve level will stay the same as
the previous year when the funded status is between 106
and 110 percent. Lastly, in 2023 we see the premium level
drop from 1.63 to 1.17 and the unit price drop from $336
to $259. Again, this projection assumes the Guidelines
are used as they are written. It is possible that the GET
Committee would never allow a price decrease. If this
were the case, the unit price would hold constant at $336
for four more years while the premium level gradually
reduced itself to its long-term level.
The starting funded status we show here differs from the
latest actuarial valuation due to the difference in tuition
growth assumption.

Adding Assumptions about Future Variability
Measures the GET Solvency Risk
At this point, we have created our best-estimate
projection of the GET program. As we mentioned earlier
though, there is a 50 percent chance the future will
be better or worse. To measure the likelihood of the
State needing to contribute money to the program, we
developed assumptions for how much our best-estimate
assumptions could be different in the future. Then we ran
many different equally likely projections to determine the
probability the State will need to contribute, and how
much if that occurs.
How We Measured the Risk of GET Becoming Insolvent
We already had a projection of the GET program with all
the necessary components. Next, we allowed the most
important factors to vary in the projection to measure the
full range of possible outcomes. We determined the most
important factors were tuition growth, investment returns,
inflation, and purchaser behavior. The next section shows
how we assumed these factors would vary from year to
year.
We implement the variation of our expected assumptions
through “percentile distributions”. A distribution is simply
the range of possible outcomes for a particular event. For
example, we expect investment returns will be anywhere
between -23.1 to 48.6 percent in different years. The
distribution is based on past data and future expectations.
Standard deviation is a common term for describing the
size of the distribution. We shape our distribution using
percentiles in order to create equally likely events. This
is similar to a child getting their height measured when
they are young – if the doctor says they are in the 72nd
percentile for their height, it means they are taller than
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72 out of every 100 children their age. Going back to the
investment example, we expect -23.1 and -8.5 percent to
happen as often as 24.8 and 48.6 percent. [These are just
four of the equally likely 100 possible investment returns.]

Now, we have created one fifty-year projection with a
“random” outcome. We repeat this process to obtain
many 50-year projections that are equally likely. For this
project, we ran 5,000 “random” fifty-year projections.
Since each of these fifty-year projections is statistically
equally likely, we can sort them to calculate the
probability of a particular event occurring. For example,
if 500 of the 5,000 projections show the premium level
reaching 2.00, we can estimate there is a 10 percent
chance of this occurring.
This study mainly focuses on solvency, so most of our
measures look at the probability of the State needing
to contribute money – and how much they’d need to
contribute if that occurred. However, we are also able
to pull out other key measurements at the same time –
average funded status, probability of the funded status

Just like any model, the user should be aware of what
the results are and what they are not. The results of this
model give great insight into the general workings of the
GET program, how the assumptions behave together,
and an indication of how likely an event is to occur. The
probabilities should be used as a general understanding of
likelihood, which provides more information than looking
only at the “expected scenario”. On the other hand,
decision makers should be aware that actual experience
could differ in the long run, and decisions shouldn’t be
made based solely on the results from a model.
Assumptions We Made About Uncertain Future Events to
Measure Solvency Risk
We created assumptions for how tuition growth,
investment returns, inflation, and purchaser behavior could
deviate from our best-estimate assumptions from year to
year. In addition, we created assumptions for how they
will tend to deviate with respect to each other – their
correlation.
Tuition Growth
To create our tuition growth distribution we looked at the
percentiles according to our past data. We decided to
make the “tails” (the extreme ends) of our distribution
extend further out. We believed this was necessary
based on only having 28 data points. Another way of
thinking about this is we are creating an assumption that
tells us what we would expect to see over 100 years (100
percentiles). We believe we would have seen more
extreme events if we were able to collect another 72 data
points. Also, we had to increase each percentile slightly to
make the distribution match our best-estimate assumption.
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We varied our assumptions using Microsoft Excel’s built-in
random number generator. Excel provides us a random
number from zero to one – such as 0.42. We look up
the 42nd percentile in our assumed distribution of the
particular assumption in question. For example, the
forty-second percentile for our tuition assumption is 5.97
percent. In other words, we believe tuition grows at less
than 5.97 percent 42 percent of the time, and it grows by
more than 5.97 percent 58 percent of the time. We repeat
this process for each assumption in each year of the fiftyyear projection. In the end, we are randomly selecting an
equally likely possibility for each assumption in each year
of the projection.

falling below a certain level, unit price volatility, and
general affordability for the purchaser.
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The table below shows a sample of our distribution – the
actual distribution we used has a value at every single
percentile.
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distribution, we have an investment return at each
percentile. Again, the table below only shows a sample of
the full distribution.

Tuition Growth Likelihoods
Percentile
Tuition Growth
0
-2.0%
5
0.6%
10
3.0%
15
3.6%
20
3.9%
25
4.1%
30
4.1%
35
4.2%
40
6.3%
45
7.1%
50
7.1%
55
7.2%
60
7.3%
65
7.3%
70
8.1%
75
11.6%
80
11.9%
85
12.9%
90
14.2%
95
16.3%
100
27.5%

Investment Return Likelihoods
Percentile
Investment Return
0
-23.1%
5
-8.5%
10
-5.3%
15
-3.1%
20
-1.3%
25
0.3%
30
1.7%
35
3.1%
40
4.4%
45
5.6%
50
6.9%
55
8.1%
60
9.5%
65
10.8%
70
12.3%
75
13.9%
80
15.7%
85
17.8%
90
20.6%
95
24.8%
100
48.6%

Investment Return
To create our annual investment return distribution we
used the lognormal model. This is a common model used
to estimate future stock returns. The return distribution
is linked to the makeup of the investment portfolio. A
portfolio will be invested in assets with different risk/return
characteristics. The GET portfolio invests in 60 percent
equities and 40 percent TIPS. Similar to the tuition growth

Inflation
We assumed inflation would be 2.50 percent with a
standard deviation of 2.99 percent. We applied the
normal (bell-shaped) model to create our inflation
distribution. We have not included a sample table since it
does not greatly affect the results because it only applies
to expenses.
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Purchaser Behavior
We realize that estimating purchaser behavior is difficult,
and many factors we can’t model will affect how many
units are bought in a year. Some examples include media
coverage, marketing efforts, marketing effectiveness,
disposable income, view of higher education, and faith in
State backing. We added a “random” component to our
purchase assumption to account for these possible swings
in behavior.

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

-508,127
-410,939
-333,697
-267,431
-207,921
-152,777
-100,450
-49,824
0
49,824
100,450
152,777
207,921
267,431
333,697
410,939
508,127
652,174
1,387,733

In other words, the standard deviation around smaller
numbers will generally be smaller than the standard
deviation around larger numbers. The graph below is a
better depiction of this adjustment.
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While 2.3 million units has been the average number sold
over the last eight years, the variation (standard deviation)
of the annual amount has been 396,494. We used this
standard deviation in the normal (bell-shaped) distribution
to develop our
Effect on Purchaser Behavior Likelihoods
assumption for
Percentile
Effect on Units Purchased
how purchaser
0
-1,387,733
behavior could
5
-652,174
vary.

However, applying this magnitude of deviation only makes
sense in the range of prices that we have experienced this
far. This required us to make an assumption for how the
variability of purchaser behavior would change as more
or less units are expected to be purchased in the future.
We changed the amount of deviation in proportion to
the expected amount of units to be purchased at each
premium level. For example, if the expected number of
units to be sold at a premium level of 1.45 is 1.15 million
units, we would cut the variability in half (1.15 / 2.30 million
units)
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short history of TIPS, we were limited
in developing a correlation based on
the current portfolio mix. We looked
at the correlation of the portfolio in
three ways:

Units Purchased on a Premium Level
7,000,000

Units Purchased

6,000,000
5,000,000

²² Eleven-Year History of
60 percent S&P 500 /
40 percent TIPS; the correlation
was -0.72.

4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
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0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.75
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
1.55
1.6
1.65
1.7
1.75
1.8
1.85
1.9
1.95
2
2.05
2.1
2.15
2.2
2.25
2.3
2.35
2.4
2.45
2.5
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0

²² Ten-Year History of 60 percent
S&P 500 / 40 percent TIPS,
excluding the last data point;
the correlation was -0.34 a
year ago. We excluded the
final data point because
correlations tend to one in
Lower Normal Deviation (-1SD)
extreme events such as the
market decline of 2008/2009.
We did not want to overweight
this single event in our data.

Premium Level
Purchaser Behavior Assumption

Higher Normal Variation (+1SD)

Correlations
Finally, we needed to determine how these assumptions
would change in relation to each other. We focused on
the relationship between tuition growth and investment
returns. We looked at how the investment return in one
year affects the tuition growth in the following year. We
looked at this relationship due to the circumstances of
Washington State. Whether the economy is good or bad
in one year, the Legislature gets together early the next
year and assesses the situation, which in turn leads to a
decision about tuition increases.
We created this assumption by looking at the data
(outlined in the next section) in several ways. We used the
returns from the S&P 500 to approximate the 60 percent
equities in the portfolio and we used the eleven years of
TIPS (Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities) returns for the
40 percent of the portfolio invested in TIPS. Because of the

²² Twenty-Eight-Year History of 100 percent S&P 500
for the first seventeen years, and 60 percent S&P
500 / 40 percent TIPS for the last eleven years; the
correlation was -0.52.
While we do not feel that one measure of the correlation
is clearly better than the others, we do feel that the
correlation is significantly negative. This means that
investment returns and tuition growth tend to go the
opposite direction at any point in time, which creates more
extreme events than if they were not correlated at all.
We chose -0.45 as our assumption. We felt we were
selecting a significantly negative correlation without
putting too much weight on the last data point.
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Data We Used to Measure Solvency Risk
The following table shows the data used to select our
correlation assumption between tuition growth and
investment returns. In general, you can see many
instances of negative returns leading to high tuition
increases and high investment returns leading to low
tuition increases. This is consistent with a negative
correlation between investment returns and
tuition growth.

Comparison of Investment Portfolio to Lagged Tuition Growth

S&P 500
-4.9%
21.4%
22.5%
6.3%
32.2%
18.5%
5.2%
16.8%
31.5%
-3.2%
30.5%
7.7%
10.0%
1.3%
37.4%
23.1%
33.4%
28.6%
21.0%
-9.1%
-11.9%
-22.1%
28.7%
10.9%
4.9%
15.8%
5.5%
-37.0%

TIPS
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
4.0%
2.4%
13.2%
7.9%
16.6%
8.4%
8.5%
2.8%
0.4%
11.6%
-2.4%

60/40
Portfolio
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
18.7%
13.6%
-0.2%
-4.0%
-6.6%
20.6%
9.9%
4.1%
9.6%
7.9%
-23.1%

Tuition Growth
11.0%
11.2%
0.0%
22.7%
0.0%
7.9%
3.8%
1.7%
6.9%
11.5%
3.4%
12.4%
14.8%
3.9%
4.0%
3.9%
4.0%
3.7%
3.4%
7.1%
16.0%
7.0%
6.6%
6.8%
6.9%
6.8%
6.8%
13.1%
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Investment
Year
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Tuition Year
(Lagged 1
Year)
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
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Results
Earlier, we showed the expected funded status of the GET
program over the next fifty years. We also mentioned that
this could vary significantly based on actual experience
regarding the “Big Three”. When tuition growth is low and
investment returns are high, this is an “optimistic” outlook.
When tuition growth is high and investment returns are
low, this is a “pessimistic” outlook. The graph below
shows the funded status of the plan under very optimistic
(95th percentile), expected (50th percentile), and very
pessimistic (5th percentile) outlooks.

Scenarios Measure the Change Due to Internal
Decisions and External Factors
After creating the fully functional projection system, we
were able to move onto assessing alternatives and running
scenarios. We chose:
²² Suspend
²² Lower Risk/Return Investment Portfolio
²² Higher Risk/Return Investment Portfolio
²² Reduce Tuition Growth Rate

Projected GET Funded Status (Status Quo)

²² Increase Tuition Growth Rate

225.0%

²² Higher Tuition Growth Rate than GET
Assumes

200.0%
175.0%
Funded Status
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250.0%

150.0%

²² People Buy Less

125.0%

²² People Buy More

100.0%

²² New Price-Setting Guidelines

75.0%

²² One-Time Infusion of Money

50.0%

²² Lower Future Payout Value

25.0%

²² Terminate

0.0%
2009

2013

2017

2021

2025

2029

2033

2037

Fiscal Year
95th Percentile (Very Optimistic)
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50th Percentile (Expected)

2041

2045

2049

2053

2057

Each of these scenarios represents an internal
decision that can be made by someone in
5th Percentile (Very Pessimistic)
Washington State, an external force that could
affect the program, or sensitivity to one of our key
assumptions. We will briefly mention what we changed
in each of these scenarios regarding assumptions and
methods.
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Suspend
This scenario shows what would happen if the program
were closed to new enrollees. The methods are consistent
with the “closed-group” valuation for current members
only.
Lower Risk/Return Investment Portfolio

Higher Risk/Return Investment Portfolio
We changed the investment portfolio from a 60/40 mix
between equities and TIPS to a 80/20 mix. In general, this
mix has a higher expected return balanced by higher
expected volatility. The expected return increased
from 6.89 percent to 7.51 percent. The expected
standard deviation also increased from 10.13 percent to
13.19 percent.
Reduce Tuition Growth Rate
This scenario signifies a fundamental shift in how tuition
is expected to grow in the future. If tuition is expected
to grow less, the GET Committee will recognize that,
and price the units at a lower price. We changed
the expected tuition growth from 7.50 percent to
6.12 percent. The expected tuition volatility decreased
from 5.20 percent to 4.15 percent.

This scenario signifies a fundamental shift in how tuition
is expected to grow in the future. If tuition is expected
to grow more, the GET Committee will recognize that,
and price the units at a higher price. We changed the
expected tuition growth from 7.50 percent to 8.85 percent.
The expected tuition volatility increased from 5.20 percent
to 7.25 percent.
Higher Tuition Growth Rate Than GET Assumes
This scenario differs from the previous scenario in that
the actual tuition growth over time does not change – it
stays at the 7.50 percent consistent with the Status Quo.
Instead, it assumes that the GET Committee has estimated
too low on the tuition assumption – they have estimated
7 percent. In this scenario the units are priced too low and
not enough money is collected to pay for the expected
costs of the units. However, this is balanced by the lowerpriced units being purchased by more people.
While we believe the 7 percent assumption is reasonable,
this scenario is meant to show what happens if the GET
Committee sets the assumption incorrectly on the low side.
People Buy Less
This sensitivity analysis shows how the status quo would hold
up if less people purchased units than we have assumed.
We assumed a uniform downward shift of 200,000 units
per year would be purchased for this sensitivity. This is
approximately a 10 percent decrease from past data.
However, at higher premium levels this could constitute
most or all of the buyers. Please see the “final assumption”
for purchaser behavior for a relative comparison of units
purchased at various premium levels.
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We changed the investment portfolio from a 60/40 mix
between equities and TIPS to a 30/70 mix. In general,
this mix has a lower expected return balanced by lower
expected volatility. The expected return dropped
from 6.89 percent to 5.73 percent. The expected
standard deviation also dropped from 10.13 percent to
6.50 percent.

Increase Tuition Growth Rate
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People Buy More
This sensitivity analysis shows how the status quo would
hold up if more people purchased units than we have
assumed. We assumed a uniform upward shift of 200,000
units per year would be purchased for this sensitivity. This
is approximately a 10 percent increase from past data.
However, at higher premium levels this could constitute
most or all of the buyers. Please see the “final assumption”
for purchaser behavior for a relative comparison of units
purchased at various premium levels.

One-Time Infusion of Money
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New Price-Setting Guidelines
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Our scenario handles each of these three parts. It sets a
strong constant reserve when the plan has a “normal” (80
to 150 percent) funded status. When the funded status
gets “too high” (over 150 percent) it allows no reserve,
and sometimes a negative reserve. When the funded
status gets “too low” (less than 80 percent) it reacts quickly
to set a higher constant reserve level to maximize the
number of “reserve dollars” coming into the program. See
the main body of the report for the specifics of the pricesetting guidelines used in this scenario.

This scenario shows what a different set of price-setting
guidelines could do to improve the long-term solvency of
the program. We believe there are three main parts to
the reserve component of the price-setting guidelines:
1. Normal Reserve – This constitutes the normal level
of reserve built into the unit price. It is meant to
provide a cushion during normal times so the
program is better prepared going into rough times.
2. Overfunded Reserve – This deals with how the
reserve is set when the program gets to some level
of “overfunded” status. While there are many bad
scenarios, there are just as many good scenarios
where the current guidelines could lead to funded
statuses in excess of 200 and 300 percent.

We looked at a one-time infusion of $400 million into the
program. We assumed the money would be immediately
deposited into the GET fund as a lump sum.
Lower Future Payout Value
This scenario shows what could happen if the payout
value (and corresponding cost) were reduced by some
amount. We modeled the units at 75 percent of their
current value.
Terminate
This scenario shows what would happen if the program
was terminated. We valued immediate refunds for
everyone that was at least four years away from their
“use year”. We valued everyone else consistent with the
“closed-group” valuation for current members only.

3. Underfunded Reserve – This deals with how the
reserve is set when the program gets to some level
of “underfunded” status. Ideally, the price-setting
guidelines would respond in a way to maximize the
number of “reserve dollars” coming into the fund
to help sustain its health.
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Snapshots from Other States
Plan Histories
From four states, illustrating a variety of experiences with guaranteed
prepaid tuition plans.
Article
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Providing an overview of prepaid college savings plans around the
country.
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History of Florida’s Plan
²² Florida Prepaid College Plan opened in 1988.
²² Largest plan in nation.
²² Contract-based prepaid plan.

²² Backed by statutory guarantee.
²² Has not suspended enrollment at any time during its
twenty-one year history.
²² In 2007 legislature authorized Florida’s research-level
universities to charge a “tuition differential fee” to
increase their funding.
±± Legislation exempted beneficiaries of the plan
whose contracts were purchased prior to July 1,
2007.
±± A prepaid plan covering the tuition differential fee
was made available to customers as of October
2007.
²² Expected value of assets exceeded expected value of
liabilities by 10.3 percent as of June 30, 2008; updated
information available by end of 2009.
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²² Participants purchase years of tuition.
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±± Unit-based prepaid plan.
±± Participants purchase tuition "units" that are redeemed for tuition and other eligible costs in
the future.
±± Backed by state's full faith and credit.
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²² Plan accepted applications until 2003; new enrollments were suspended beginning January 1,
2004.
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±± Actuarial deficit due to market declines and rising costs of tuition.
±± Controls on tuition growth to help manage deficit.
ÚÚ Last three years saw tuition increases of 0 percent, 0 percent, and less than 1 percent
respectively.
±± Rules enacted in 2006 to help manage deficit.
ÚÚ No transfer of funds or change of beneficiary for accounts where beneficiary is 22 or
older.
ÚÚ New limits on transfers of funds or changes of beneficiary for accounts where the
beneficiary younger than 22.
ÚÚ Mandatory withdrawal of funds for beneficiaries 28 or older; funds can also be
transferred to Ohio's CollegeAdvantage plan (a Section 529 savings plan) .
ÚÚ Limit of one account ownership change.
²² Actuarial evaluation annually to determine whether to reinstate; program currently suspended
through December 31, 2009.
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History of Ohio’s Plan

²² Ohio's Guaranteed Savings Fund established in 1989; administered by Ohio Tuition Trust Authority.

²² Texas Tomorrow Fund opened 1996; later renamed Texas Guaranteed Tuition Plan.
±± Contract-based prepaid plan.
±± Participants purchased years of tuition.
±± Backed by state's full faith and credit.

History of Texas’ Plan

²² Plan accepted applications until 2003.
²² Tuition deregulated in 2003; Board suspended new enrollment in plan due to the uncertain impact of
deregulation on the financial stability of the Plan.

±± Receipts from contract purchasers continue to decline each year.
±± Disbursements to colleges and universities and account cancellation refunds are increasing each year.
±± Funded ratio as of August 31, 2008, was 90.3 percent; updated information available in mid-January 2010.
±± Projections in 2008 annual report show expected cash flows will be insufficient for disbursements in 2021.
±± Cancellation refund amount changed in 2009 from current value
of state-school tuition to money paid in minus fees. Due to public
outcry, change has not been implemented. Final board decision
expected in December 2009.
²² Texas Tuition Promise Fund created in 2007, opened in 2008.
±± Unit-based prepaid plan.
±± Participants can choose from several types of units.
±± Not backed by full faith and credit.
±± Risk sharing between program and higher education institutions (program pays a net earnings rate or
101 percent of tuition cost at redemption, whichever is less).
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±± In 2003 Plan was limited to paying colleges the weighted average tuition rather than actual tuition to help
mitigate the effects of deregulation.
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²² Virginia Prepaid Education Program established
1996; administered by the Virginia College Savings
Plan.
±± Contract-based prepaid plan.
±± Participants purchase years of tuition.
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±± Backed by statutory guarantee.
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²² Plan was closed to new enrollments in 2003-2004
because of delay in adopting state budget and
slump in investment markets over previous several
years.
²² Three largest schools received tuition-setting
authority in 2005 and increased tuition.
±± Plan was again closed to new enrollment for
one year starting in 2005.
±± Program reopened in 2006 with ability of Board
to vary benefit payouts to accommodate
differential pricing structures implemented by
institutions of higher learning.
²² Funded status of plan as of June 30, 2008, was
97.3 percent; updated information available
January 2010.

History of Virginia’s Plan
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PLOOLRQ²LQWKHVWRFNPDUNHWLQWKHODVW\HDUDQGWKHVWDWHPLJKWKDYHWRSXWLWVRZQPRQH\LQWRNHHSLW
VROYHQW
³,WKLQNXOWLPDWHO\PRUHDQGPRUHRIWKHVHSODQVDUHJRLQJWRFORVHGRZQWRQHZLQYHVWPHQWV´VDLG0DUN
.DQWURZLW]WKHIRXQGHUDQGSXEOLVKHURI)LQ$LGRUJDILQDQFLDODLG:HEVLWH
³(YHU\WLPHWKHUH¶VDVLJQLILFDQWPDUNHWGRZQWXUQWKHUH¶VWZRPDLQZD\VVWDWHVPDNHXSIRUWKHORVVHV
FORVHWRQHZSDUWLFLSDQWVWRFXWRIIWKHORVVHV´0U.DQWURZLW]VDLG³RUUDLVHIHHV$QGUDLVLQJIHHVPDNHV
LWOHVVDWWUDFWLYHWRQHZSDUWLFLSDQWV´
7KHIXQGVZHUHILUVWSURSRVHG\HDUVDJRLQ0LFKLJDQDVDIDLOVDIHLQYHVWPHQWWRRO7KH\ZHUHTXLFNO\
DGRSWHGE\RWKHUVWDWHVDIWHUZKHQ&RQJUHVVDOORZHGWKHPWREHWD[GHIHUUHGXQGHU6HFWLRQRI
WKH,QWHUQDO5HYHQXH&RGH,Q&RQJUHVVH[SDQGHGWKDWWRPDNHDOOTXDOLILHGHGXFDWLRQDO
GLVEXUVHPHQWVWD[IUHH$VDUHVXOWWKHSUHSDLGIXQGV²QRWWREHFRQIXVHGZLWKFROOHJHVDYLQJV
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%XWLQWKHODVW\HDUWKHVWRFNPDUNHWVOXPSDQGULVLQJFROOHJHFRVWVKDYHFRPELQHGWRGULYHDOOEXWWZRRI
WKHQDWLRQ¶VVXFKIXQGVNQRZQDVSUHSDLGFROOHJHVDYLQJVSODQVLQWRWKHUHGMHRSDUGL]LQJWKRVH
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SODQVWKDWGRQRWSURPLVHDVSHFLILFUHWXUQ²JUHZLQWRILQDQFLDOSRZHUKRXVHVHYHQWKRXJKRIWKH
IXQGVKDYHFORVHGWRQHZLQYHVWPHQWVRYHUWKH\HDUV
$OOVWDWHSUHSDLGSODQVGLIIHUVOLJKWO\EXWPRVWVHOOFRQWUDFWVRUWXLWLRQFUHGLWVWKDWHVWDEOLVKKRZPXFK
VRPHRQHZLOOSD\LQQRZWRUHFHLYHDFHUWDLQUHWXUQLQWKHIXWXUHEDVHGRQSURMHFWHGLQVWDWHSXEOLF
XQLYHUVLW\WXLWLRQ
,ILQWKHHQGVWXGHQWVGHFLGHQRWWRJRWRDVWDWHVFKRROWKH\FDQXVHWKHPRQH\DWRWKHUVFKRROVWKRXJK
WKHDPRXQWLVOLNHO\WRIDOOVKRUWRIWKHIXOOFRVWRIWXLWLRQ
%HWZHHQWKHPWKHVWDWHIXQGVVHUYHQHDUO\PLOOLRQIDPLOLHVDQGKROGELOOLRQLQDVVHWV
UDQJLQJIURP7HQQHVVHH¶VVPDOOPLOOLRQIXQGVHUYLQJIDPLOLHVWR)ORULGD¶VPDVVLYHELOOLRQ
IXQGWKDWVHUYHVDERXWIDPLOLHV
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³7KHUHDVRQWKH\¶UHSRSXODULVVLPSO\EHFDXVHWKHVWDWHVEHDUWKHULVNQRWWKHLQGLYLGXDO´VDLG-DFNLH
:LOOLDPVZKRZDVH[HFXWLYHGLUHFWRURIWKH2KLR7XLWLRQ7UXVW$XWKRULW\IRU\HDUVXQWLO-XQH
7KHWUXVWRYHUVHHV2KLR¶VPLOOLRQSUHSDLGIXQGZKLFKZDVFORVHGWRQHZHQUROOHHVLQDIWHUWKH
VWDWHEHJDQDOORZLQJSXEOLFXQLYHUVLWLHVWRUDLVHWKHLUWXLWLRQDVKLJKDVWKH\ZDQWHG7KDWUHVXOWHGLQ
GRXEOHGLJLWLQFUHDVHVZKLFKFRPELQHGZLWKDWRXJKVWRFNPDUNHWWKUHZWKHIXQGRXWRIEDODQFH
1RWHYHU\VWDWHIXOO\JXDUDQWHHVLWVSUHSDLGIXQGV2QO\ILYHVWDWHVRIIHUD³IXOOIDLWKDQGFUHGLW´RIWKHVWDWH
JXDUDQWHHDQGVHYHQDUHUHTXLUHGE\ODZWRFRQVLGHUKHOSLQJWKHIXQGVRXWLIQHHGEH7KHRWKHUILYH
VWDWHV²$ODEDPD&RORUDGR1HYDGD3HQQV\OYDQLDDQG7HQQHVVHH²DQG7H[DV¶VQHZSUHSDLGIXQGKDYH
QRJXDUDQWHHWKRXJKRIILFLDOVVD\WKH\GRXEWWKDWWKHVWDWHVZRXOGHYHUOHWWKHIXQGVEHFRPHLQVROYHQW
DQGZRXOGVWHSLQLIQHHGEH
$OORIWKHIXQGVEXW)ORULGD¶VDQG&RORUDGR¶VQRZKDYHDQDFWXDULDOGHILFLWPHDQLQJWKH\GRQRWKDYH
HQRXJKPRQH\WRSD\DOORIWKHLUIXWXUHFROOHJHWXLWLRQREOLJDWLRQV0RVWDUHRQO\DERXWSHUFHQWWR
SHUFHQWIXQGHG%XWPDQ\DUHZRUVHRIIOLNHWKH,OOLQRLVIXQGZKLFKLVDERXWSHUFHQWIXQGHGDQG
6RXWK&DUROLQDDQG$ODEDPD¶VIXQGVZKLFKDUHERWKDERXWSHUFHQWIXQGHG
&DURO03HUGXHZDVWURXEOHGE\DOHWWHUVKHJRWIURP$ODEDPD¶VWUHDVXUHUWKLVVXPPHUWKDWVDLGWKH
VWDWH¶VSUHSDLGSURJUDPKDGORVWDERXWSHUFHQWRILWVDVVHWVLQWKHVWRFNPDUNHW6KHLVVXLQJWRIRUFH
WKHVWDWHWRSXWPRQH\LQWRWKHIXQGWRPDNHXSIRUWKHORVVHV
³$WILUVW,ZDVNLQGRIVFDUHG´VDLG0V3HUGXHDQLQVXUDQFHDJHQWLQ3KHQL[&LW\ZKRKDVDERXW
LQWKHSURJUDPIRUKHUWZRGDXJKWHUV³$QGWKHQ,IHOWDOPRVWFKHDWHGOLNH,ZDVVROGDELOORI
JRRGVWKDWZDVQ¶WWKHUH´
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3DJHRI 30

(YHQ)ORULGD¶VSURJUDPFRXOGEHLQIRUWRXJKWLPHV7KHVWDWHKDVVWD\HGRXWRIWURXEOHEHFDXVHLWKDV
SHUFHQWRILWVDVVHWVLQIL[HGLQFRPHLQYHVWPHQWVXQOLNHRWKHUIXQGVZLWKSHUFHQWWRSHUFHQWRIWKHLU
DVVHWVLQWKHVWRFNPDUNHWDQGLWKDVHQMR\HGYHU\ORZWXLWLRQLQFUHDVHV
%XWWKH)ORULGD/HJLVODWXUHIRUWKHILUVWWLPHKDVDOORZHGSXEOLFXQLYHUVLWLHVWRUDLVHWXLWLRQE\XSWR
SHUFHQWD\HDUIRUWKHQH[WILYH\HDUVZKLFKLVPXFKJUHDWHUWKDQWKHSHUFHQWDYHUDJHWKHIXQGKDV
FRXQWHGRQLQWKHODVWWZRGHFDGHV
³<RXFDQ¶WNHHSXSZLWKSHUFHQWWXLWLRQLQIODWLRQZLWKIL[HGLQFRPH´VDLG$QGUHZ$'DYLVH[HFXWLYH
GLUHFWRURIWKH,OOLQRLV6WXGHQW$VVLVWDQFH&RPPLVVLRQZKLFKRYHUVHHVWKDWVWDWH¶VSUHSDLGIXQG³7KH\¶OO
KDYHWRFKDQJHVRPHWKLQJ´

³(YHQZLWKDOOWKHSUREOHPVQRRQHKDVHYHUORVWPRQH\LQWKHSURFHVV´VDLG-RVHSK)+XUOH\IRXQGHURI
6DYLQJIRUFROOHJHFRPZKLFKVSHFLDOL]HVLQGLVVHFWLQJWKHGLIIHUHQWFROOHJHVDYLQJVDQGSUHSDLGSODQV
*DQHVK6HVKDGULKDVLQYHVWHGLQ3HQQV\OYDQLD¶VIXQGZKLFKKDVORVWDERXWSHUFHQWRILWV
YDOXH+HLVSKLORVRSKLFDODERXWWKHIXQG¶VORVVHVZKLFKKDYHQRWDIIHFWHGKLVLQYHVWPHQWWKRXJKKHKDV
VWRSSHGLQYHVWLQJLQLWEHFDXVHRIWKHLQFUHDVHGIHHVDQGFRVWVLPSRVHGUHFHQWO\
³,I,JHWEDFNWKHUHWXUQWKH\SURPLVHGLWZLOOEHDJRRGLQYHVWPHQWEHFDXVHDOORIP\RWKHULQYHVWPHQWV
WDQNHG´VDLG0U6HVKDGULDKRVSLWDOFRPSXWHUDQDO\VWLQ0XUU\VYLOOH3D+HKDVFKLOGUHQDW
1RUWKZHVWHUQ8QLYHUVLW\DQG&DUQHJLH0HOORQDQGRQHLQKLJKVFKRRO
0DQ\VWDWHVDZDUHRIWKHDOOXUHRISUHSDLGIXQGVDUHQRZNHHSLQJDQH\HRQ7H[DVZKLFKRSHQHGDIXQG
LQWKHODVW\HDUDIWHUFORVLQJDQRWKHURQHLQWRQHZHQUROOPHQWV7KHQHZIXQGVKLIWVWKHEXUGHQRI
WKHJXDUDQWHHIURPWKHVWDWHWRWKHSXEOLFXQLYHUVLW\V\VWHP,IWKHIXQGUXQVVKRUWWKHXQLYHUVLWLHVDJUHH
WRFRYHUWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQZKDWLVDYDLODEOHDQGKRZPXFKWXLWLRQLVLQWKHIXWXUH
³,W¶VDQLQWHUHVWLQJLGHDEXWWKHPRQH\KDVWRFRPHIURPVRPHZKHUH´0U.DQWURZLW]VDLG³6D\LQJ\RX¶OO
SD\DQ\ZD\LVVZHHSLQJLWXQGHUWKHUXJ%XWLWZLOOEHLQWHUHVWLQJWRVHHLILWZRUNV´
7H[DQVDSSDUHQWO\WKLQNLWZLOO6LQFHODVW6HSWHPEHUDPLGWKHILQDQFLDOPHOWGRZQDERXWIDPLOLHV
LQYHVWHGDWRWDORIPLOOLRQLQWKHIXQG
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'HVSLWHDOOWKLVEDGQHZVLQYHVWRUVFRQWLQXHWRVHHWKHIXQGVDVDQDWWUDFWLYHRSWLRQSDUWLFXODUO\LQD
WRXJKHFRQRP\IRURQHVLPSOHUHDVRQ
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